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A: Introduction

The Old English (hereafter OE) place-name elements -ingas and -ingahām have been at 

the heart of some of the most significant (and controversial) developments in the study  of 

English place-names for more than a century and a half, both in the emergence of name-

studies as a separate field of research and in its interactions with other disciplines. For 

many decades the elements were understood to remember the settlements of some of the 

first “Anglo-Saxon” migrants into post-Roman Britain, with their basic implication of a group 

sharing a connection to a particular person, or place-name stemming from their 

inhabitation of a given locality. This is often expressed through translations of -ingas as 

ʻthe people, the dwellersʼ.1  Beginning with a 1966 study by John Dodgson, who tested the 

place-name evidence against Early Anglo-Saxon cemetery locations and found the two to 

be spatially dissociated from one another,2  name formations in -ingas, -inga- have been 

the subject of a wealth of critical reassessments. These have brought advances not only in 

terms of their dating of the place-names but equally through revisions and refinements to 

the methods by which they can be identified and distinguished from others of similar 

appearance but very different implication. 

It has long been recognized that the interpretation of suspected -ingas and ‑ingahām 

place-name formations is beset with pitfalls, especially  when no reliable OE attestations 

are available, and that early works which account for almost every ing sequence in an 

historic place-name spelling as betokening an -ingas-named tribe or folk-group did so 

without sufficient understanding of the relevant language and its implications. Some 
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1  A. H. Smith, English Place-Name Elements, Part 1 (Á-Īw) [hereafter EPNE] (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press [CUP], 1956), p. 300.

2 John McNeal Dodgson, ʻThe Significance of the Distribution of the English Place-Name in -ingas, -inga- in 
South-east Englandʼ, Medieval Archaeology, 5 (1966), 1-29 (p. 2).



names may in reality derive from singular -ing in one of several applications, but have 

been mistakenly  analysed by the modern-day specialist or non-specialist author or, much 

earlier, by those in the ME or even OE period who had cause to write (or rewrite) such a 

name in a document. Furthermore, some name-formations derive from elements unrelated 

to -ing, -ingas, which were again subject to false analysis at some point subsequent to 

their coinage.

The benchmark books by A. H. Smith and Eilert Ekwall set out the key  tenets of the 

interpretation of ‑ing, -inga(s) utilization that, for the most part, are still accepted today.3 

Nevertheless, even these esteemed name-scholars could not predict all of the directions 

taken by research published in the years and decades after their own works appeared, 

especially  those pieces explicitly inspired by them. More than half a century  later, this 

dissertation seeks to demonstrate that space exists within more recent published 

academic discourse for the adoption of a more open-minded approach to the interpretation 

of examples of such place-name formations.

The dissertation opens with a discussion of the grammar of OE -ing, -ingas, and hām, 

followed by an overview of the scholarship  relevant to the linguistic interpretation of such 

names published since the mid-nineteenth century. In turn, this leads into the introduction 

of the case study area, the historic county  of Surrey, an appropriately-sized geographical 

region with sufficient toponymic data and a corpus of published scholarship with which to 

conduct a critical reassessment of existing place-name interpretations. The basis of this 

reassessment will be the suggested populations of nine (with two more possible) -ingas 

and four (plus three possible) -ingahām place-names in Surrey, which have been the 
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3 EPNE, pp. 282-303; Eilert Ekwall, English Place-Names in -ing, 2nd edition (Lund: CWK Gleerup, 1962); cf. 
relevant glossary entries in Victor Watts, The Cambridge Dictionary of English Place-Names (Cambridge: 
CUP, 2004), xlv-xlvi.



subject of two important analytical accounts: by Ekwall in 1962,4 and latterly  by  John Insley 

in 2005.5  The key matter in hand is whether the etymologies proffered therein remain the 

best possible interpretations of the relevant evidence given the scholarship  available at the 

time they were written, or whether they are susceptible to revision, perhaps in ways which 

do not always involve the concept of an underlying group-name in -ingas, -inga-.
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5 John Insley, ʻSurreyʼ in Reallexikon der Germanischen Altertumskunde, 30, ed. by Rosemarie Müller (Berlin 
and New York: Walter de Gruyter, 2005), pp. 137-41 (pp. 138-39).



B: Grammar

It is imperative that a reexamination of the linguistic evidence provided by place-name 

spellings is built upon a firm understanding of the features of language in question. The 

most important of these is -ing, a suffix able to be added to nouns, verbs and adjectives for 

various purposes and effects. Although not a word in its own right, Campbell gives -ing as 

being of masculine gender, declining in the manner of a strong masculine a-stem noun, 

which yields the nominative/accusative plural form -ingas.6  The paradigms are presented 

in Table 1 below.7 

Table 1: OE ‑ing

Case Singular Plural

Nominative -ing -ingas

Accusative -ing -ingas

Genitive -inges -inga

Dative -inge -ingum

In place-names, the various forms of -ing were used medially  (i.e. between two elements, 

hence -ing- etc.) and finally  (‑ing etc.), but never alone or at the start of a compound. It is 

important to recognize that between them they possessed a number of different 

implications, albeit sometimes overlapping (and still not perfectly  understood in all cases). 

These were most thoroughly set out by A. H. Smith in 1956:8
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6 A. Campbell, Old English Grammar [OEG] (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1987), p. 400.

7 For details, see OEG, § 383, 585, 589.8.

8 EPNE, pp. 284-303.



Table 2: Smithʼs classification system for forms of OE -ing

Classification Function

-ing1, -ung1, -ling1, -lung1 noun-forming suffix

-ing2, -ling2 place- and watercourse-name-forming suffix

-ing3, -ling3, -ung3 patronymic suffix

-ing4 connective particle

-ingas group- or folk-name-forming suffix

Smith cited the place-name suffixes -ingahām and -ingtūn alongside the above.9 Formally, 

these are not separate lexical items but recur in OE compound place-names with sufficient 

frequency as to encourage their adoption for classificatory purposes. In the case of the 

former, the correct segmentation is [X]inga (the genitive inflection of a plural ‑ing 

composite in which [X] represents the stem noun) + hām, ʻhomestead, dwelling-placeʼ. 

Hām is a masculine a-stem noun, used variously  as a stand-alone term in literature, 

initially/medially/finally as a place-name element, and as the first half of compounds like 

hām-st(e)all and hām-stede, again used predominantly for toponymic purposes.10

The singular patronymic suffix -ing3 is scarce, possibly even non-existent, in OE place-

names. However, it may occur in plural form in many  -ingas, ‑inga- place-names, if these 

signify groups whose members were defined by  a “dynastic” bond – in the truest sense by 

a father-son paternal blood relationship  – shared with the male individual whose name 

made up the first half of the compound.11  This, along with the clear inflectional evidence 

that there was a strong link between OE toponymic ‑ing, particularly in plural forms, and 
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11 EPNE, p. 290, 299-300.



nouns of masculine gender, would preclude -ingas, -inga- formations of this implication 

deriving from female personal names, even if they carried a more general (and in the 

opinion of Smith, the original) meaning ʻdependents ofʼ or ʻthose associated withʼ.12 
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12 EPNE, p. 290, also p. 301 for a list of dithematic personal names found as the specific in -ingāham place-
names, all of which are recognizably masculine names.



C. Scholarly discourse and context

No reassessment of the linguistic aspects of place-name formations should take place in 

isolation from earlier scholarship. In the case of -ingas and -ingahām, the vitality  of past 

and present debates on their significance has acted as a considerable source of 

inspiration for this dissertation. OE -ingas was already the subject of a reasonable level of 

comprehension at a scholarly level when John Mitchell Kemble wrote The Saxons in 

England, published in 1849 and containing what is often cited as the first major analysis of 

its use in OE name-formations.13  It was at the centre of his theory  of the ʻMarkʼ as the 

primary unit of settlement and territory of Germanic immigrants in the Early Anglo-Saxon 

period, and to bolster this he saw no problem in taking place-names whose modern forms 

looked to derive from the same -ingas formation as indicative of common descent from a 

single ʻraceʼ or ʻtribeʼ. 

Scholars such as Round writing later in the nineteenth century criticized Kembleʼs 

methods, albeit more from historical and topographical perspectives than linguistic ones.14 

Their work set a trend for a greater level of specificity about the original meanings of -ing, 

‑ing- particles in modern place-name forms, notably in the pioneering classification by 

Moorman15  which paved the way for the current understanding of -ing in its various 

singular and plural forms, as did F. M. Stentonʼs groundbreaking essay on Berkshire place-

names.16  Stenton went on to discuss the proto-historical context of -ingas, -inga- place-
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13 J. M. Kemble, The Saxons in England: A History of the English Commonwealth till the period of Norman 
Conquest, 1 (London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans, 1849), pp. 56-71.

14 J. H. Round, The Commune of London and other studies (Westminster: Archibald Constable & Co., 1899), 
pp. 1-27.

15 F. W. Moorman, The Place-Names of the West Riding of Yorkshire (Leeds: Thoresby Society, 1910), xiv-
xv, xl-xlii.

16 F. M. Stenton, The Place-Names of Berkshire: An Essay (Reading: University College, 1911), pp. 7-11.



names as part of his chapter in the introductory volume to the Survey of English Place-

Names. He treated the two as chronologically separate and sequential: the former as folk-

names with lingering patronymic implication, the latter in broader terms as ʻpeopleʼ 

associated with the place in question.17 

Parallel to these developments were the achievements of Swedish scholars working on 

OE -ing name formations, most importantly the first edition of Ekwallʼs English Place-

Names in -ing.18  He divided the book into chapters for singular -ing, plural -ingas (with an 

ʻexcursusʼ on -ingahām, and -ingahamm), and palatalized compound names. Semantically, 

Ekwall followed Kemble in preferring -ingas to have possessed an original sense of 

ʻinhabitantsʼ, and was unequivocal in associating such names with migrants who came as 

part of the ʻAnglo-Saxon invasionʼ.19  What was effectively  a companion volume by 

Karlström on -ing(a)-compound place-names other than -ingahām interpreted the meaning 

of the element in much the same way.20

Running counter to this emerging orthodoxy was a series of essays by another Swedish 

scholar, R. E. Zachrisson, published during the 1930s. Although he accepted the 

explanations of the meanings of -ingas and singular -ing advanced by Ekwall and 

Karlström, he took issue with their derivation of the vast majority of the respective name-

stems from personal names, preferring to interpret almost all as having topographical 

significance.21  Zachrissonʼs approach drew a constructive though critical response from 
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17 F. M. Stenton, ʻThe English Elementʼ in Introduction to the Survey of English Place-Names, Part 1, ed. by 
A. Mawer and F. M. Stenton (Cambridge: CUP, 1924), pp. 36-54.

18 Eilert Ekwall, English Place-Names in -ing (Lund: CWK Gleerup, 1923).

19 Ekwall, 1923, p. 123, 125.

20 Sigurd Karlström, Old English Compound Place-Names in -ing (Uppsala: A.-B  Lundequistska Bokhandeln, 
1927), especially p. 31.

21 Notably R. E. Zachrisson, ʻEnglish Place-Name Puzzlesʼ, Studia Neophilologica, 5 (1932-33), 1-69.



Ekwall, who was largely unconvinced by the etymological suggestions of his counterpart 

and proffered a useful restatement of his own conclusions.22  This in turn prompted 

Zachrisson to publish further articles, refining but by no means overhauling his previously-

published arguments.23  Zachrisson died in 1937, before he was able to complete a 

projected monograph on the topic, which stunted debate on such matters for several 

decades. Nevertheless, his published work remains important for providing a counterpoint 

to the default recourse to unattested personal names often encountered in early 

philological analyses of -ing(as) names.

Smithʼs previously-mentioned quadripartite classification of singular -ing and separate 

discussion of plural -ingas remains the model followed not only  by  other works published 

by the English Place-Name Society  (EPNS) but also in other books and journals. An 

exception to this is the 1962 second edition of Ekwallʼs Place-Names in -ing, in which he 

expanded the compass of his first book – especially  around -ingahām – but retained the 

simple singular and plural binary classification used throughout.24  Together these works 

are canonical, the foundation for all subsequent linguistic analyses of singular and plural -

ing place-name formations.

Arguably the most influential of all the many amendments to the accepted chronological 

and linguistic frameworks proposed since 1962 has been the 1966 article by Dodgson 

(reinforced by an appendix of archaeological data by  Meaney) that exploded the idea of 

‑inga(s) place-names in south-east England representing the loci of the earliest “Anglo-

Saxon” settlements by demonstrating their spatial separation from the earliest burials 
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22 Eilert Ekwall, ʻReviewʼ, Modern Language Notes, 50.8 (1935), 535-42.

23  E.g. R. E. Zachrisson, ʻStudies on the -ing Suffix in Old English Place-Names with some Etymological 
Notesʼ, Studia Neophilologica, 9 (1936-37), 66-119.

24 Ekwall, 1962.



furnished with Germanic cultural artefacts.25  It catalysed similar enterprises in other 

English regions, notably Kuurmanʼs study of -ingas, -inga- place-names in the East 

Midlands,26  but also an extensive investigation by Cox of names in -hām – including 

‑ingahām – in the Midlands and East Anglia. This returned results indicating a 

chronological sequence of -hām > -ingahām > -ingas, and prompted the valuable 

suggestion that -ingas names arose as group appellations and may have been transferred 

to district names considerably earlier than to particular places.27  Another landmark work by 

Cox was his analysis of the place-names found in documentary sources of the period circa 

672-731, not so much for his suggestions regarding -ingas, -inga- (which deferred to 

Dodgsonʼs 1966 study) as for his influential conclusions about the currency over time of 

many of the major OE place-name generics.28 

Research published during the 1980s and 1990s demonstrated further complexities and 

mistaken assumptions associated with the analysis of the place-name material. Coates 

highlighted how a number of -ingas place-names on OE record in dative plural inflection 

reappear in ME sources with spellings which would suggest this was their everyday case-

form rather than one limited to written texts.29  The same author later suggested certain 

‑ingas names may not be ʻfolk-namesʼ but plurals of topographical -ing2 formations, 

adopting a more cautious and hence more credible approach to a subject with affinities to 
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25 Dodgson, 1966.

26 Joost Kuurman, ʻAn Examination of the -ingas, -inga- place-names in the East Midlandsʼ, Journal of the 
English Place-Name Society [JEPNS], 7 (1974-75), 11-44.

27 Barrie Cox, ʻThe Significance of the Distribution of English Place-Names in -hām in the Midlands and East 
Angliaʼ, JEPNS, 5 (1972-73), 15-61 (especially p. 48).

28 Barrie Cox, ʻThe place-names of the earliest English recordsʼ, JEPNS, 8 (1975-76), 12-66 (pp. 61-62).

29 Richard Coates, ʻThe etymology of certain -ingas names: the survival of Old English dativesʼ in ibid., The 
Linguistic History of Early Sussex (Falmer: University of Sussex Centre for Continuing Education, 1983), pp. 
19-23.



the aforementioned essays authored by  Zachrisson in the 1930s.30  Insightful for a different 

reason is the 1996 review article by Fellows Jensen that remains the most comprehensive 

published survey of scholarship on -ing name formations in England and elsewhere.31

The twenty-first century has, with one unconvincing exception to be discussed in due 

course, so far seen no novel contributions to understanding of the meanings of -ing 

elements in OE place-names. Instead, it has been a period of consolidation, during which 

reference works like The Cambridge Dictionary of English Place-Names (CDEPN) have 

appeared, often giving singular and plural -ing options where attestations are inconclusive. 

Concurrently, important advances have been made in related areas of onomastics. Gelling 

and Coleʼs joint work The Landscape of Place-Names, dovetailing with the fascicles of the 

Vocabulary of English Place-Names,32  has greatly improved comprehension of the 

topographical place-name element corpus. Anglo-Saxon charter texts and scholarly 

research into them are calendared on The Electronic Sawyer website.33  The online 

Prosopography of Anglo-Saxon England (PASE)34 is an unsurpassed database of personal 

names, a topic on which Insley has authored or co-authored a number of important 
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30 Richard Coates, ʻThe Plural of Singular -ing: an Alternative Application of Old English -ingasʼ  in Names, 
Places and People: An Onomastic Miscellany in Memory of John McNeil Dodgson, ed. by A. R. Rumble and 
A. D. Mills (Stamford: Paul Watkins, 1997), 26-49.

31  Gillian Fellows Jensen, ʻHastings, Nottingham, Mucking and Donnington: A survey of research into ing-
formations in Englandʼ, Namn och Bygd, 84 (1996), 43-60.

32 Three fascicles have been published to date, of which two contain material used in this dissertation: David 
Parsons and Tania Styles, The Vocabulary of English Place-Names (Á-BOX) (Nottingham: Centre for English 
Name Studies, 1997); David N. Parsons and Tania Styles, The Vocabulary of English Place-Names (Brace-
Cæster) (Nottingham: Centre for English Name-Studies, 2000).

33  References to charters in subsequent footnotes will use the S number convention, equating to the 
respective webpage, e.g. ʻS 1165ʼ, The Electronic Sawyer <http://esawyer.org.uk/charter/1165.html> 
[accessed 1st September 2014].

34  ʻHomeʼ, PASE: Prosopography of Anglo-Saxon England <http://pase.ac.uk/index.html> [accessed 31st 
August 2014].

http://esawyer.org.uk/charter/1165.html
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analyses.35  His most recent chapter discusses them in conjunction with place-names, 

including -ingas formations.36 

In summary, 167 years after Kemble published his ʻMarkʼ theory, supposed -ingas, 

‑ingahām place-names remain imperfectly understood and so constitute fertile ground for 

detailed analysis. They can be interpreted in a multitude of ways: singular or plural, 

personal name or topographical stem, group of people or collection of things, and (in 

composite formations like -ingahām) habitative or non-habitative generic. The only 

possibility not yet advanced in print is that a personal name + -ingas name might represent 

a plural -ing2 formation, i.e. “Xʼs places, things”, in which X is a personal or place-name. 

Formally, this is admissible if we accept the existence of singular versions of this formation 

and plural versions with topographical stems.37  However, there are no obvious parallels, 

particular among place-names incorporating OE elements like stede and stōw with a 

similar broad sense of “place”. Beyond the acknowledgement that the hypothesis merits 

future investigation, it will not be countenanced as an option for any of the names 

analysed within this dissertation.
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35 John Insley, ʻThe Study of Old English Personal Names and Anthroponymic Lexikaʼ  in Person und Namen, 
ed. by Dieter Geunich, Wolfgang Haubrichs and Jörg Jamut (Berlin and New York: Walter de Gruyter, 2002), 
pp. 148-76; John Insley and David Rollason, ʻEnglish monothematic namesʼ in The Durham Liber Vitae, 
Volume 2, ed. by David Rollason and Lynda Rollason (London: The British Library, 2007), pp. 165-87.

36 John Insley, ʻPersonal names in place-namesʼ in Perceptions of Place, ed. by J. Carroll and D. N. Parsons 
(Nottingham: EPNS, 2013), pp. 209-249; see also the comments on -ingas by David N. Parsons, ʻChurls and 
athelings, kings and reeves: some reflections on place-names and early English societyʼ  in Perceptions of 
Place, pp. 43-72 (especially 50-52).

37 Ekwall, 1962, p. 218; Coates, 1997, p. 30.



D: Analysis

D.1: Methodology

With the wealth of newer national and international scholarship  available, it is clear that the 

way forward for research on -ing-name formations is to approach the evidence with an 

open mind, and consider each instance and its historic forms individually. This dissertation 

undertakes just such a linguistic reassessment of the suggested -ingas and ‑ingahām 

place-names of a particular English case study region, the historic county of Surrey (Figure 

1), with the mission to test the credibility of the currently-accepted etymologies, not to 

disprove and replace them dogmatically.

Surrey place-names ending in or otherwise incorporating forms of -ing have been subject 

to published analysis from the earliest days of modern place-name studies.38  The first 

major work with a local focus was the 1934 EPNS volume The Place-Names of Surrey 

(PNS), which borrowed from (but was not afraid to question) Ekwallʼs original Place-

Names in -ing and to a lesser extent works by Zachrisson.39  Indeed, the 1930s was a high 

point for Surrey -inga(s) name studies, exemplified by Zachrissonʼs response to PNS, and 

the debate between Malone and Ekwall over the etymology of Lingfield.40 
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38  E.g. Arthur Bonner, ʻSurrey Place-Namesʼ, Surrey Archaeological Collections [SyAC], 36 (1925), 85-101 
(pp. 92-93, 94, 97).

39 J. E. B. Gover, A. Mawer and F. M. Stenton, The Place-Names in Surrey (Cambridge: CUP, 1934).

40  R. E. Zachrisson, ʻDescriptive Words or Personal Names in Old English Place-Name Compounds: A 
Survey of some Surrey Place-Namesʼ, Studia Neophilologica, 7 (1934-35), 30-39; Kemp Malone, ʻOn the 
etymology of Lingfield (Surrey)ʼ, Anglia, 60, Neue Folge, 48 (1936), 366-68; Eilert Ekwall, ʻThe place-name 
Lingfieldʼ, Anglia, 63, Neue Folge, 48 (1939), 392-97.



The next significant contribution came over two decades later, in the form of Morrisʼ 

predominantly archaeological survey of Anglo-Saxon Surrey. He noted eight -ingas place-

names and, pre-empting the key conclusion of Dodgson and Meaneyʼs seminal analysis 

by almost a decade, highlighted their peripherality to the earliest Anglo-Saxon 

archaeological sites, suggesting that this may recommend the name formations ʻare best 

connected with the sixth centuryʼ.41  The re-dating of -ingas name formations proposed in 

Morrisʼ and Dodgsonʼs studies was not always accepted (or even acknowledged) in papers 

published subsequently; notably, Titford used -ingas place-names as indicators of the 

Anglo-Saxon settlement of west Surrey in the late-fifth and early-sixth centuries.42 

Dodgson made further important contributions after 1966: a study of hām and hamm 

place-names in the county and in neighbouring Kent and Sussex touched on those 

containing -ing(a)- particles,43  while a meticulous analysis of the place-names of the 

Burghal Hidage showed the two relevant to Surrey are both -inga(s) formations.44  These 

onomastic works have fed into synoptic archaeological and historical works, such as 

Poultonʼs mapping of supposed -inga(s) names alongside Early Anglo-Saxon settlement 

and funerary archaeological data,45  and Blairʼs hypothesis of two ʻtribalʼ land units with 

‑ingas names (ʻWoccingasʼ and ʻGodhelmingasʼ) as the major territorial divisions in west 

Surrey in the early Anglo-Saxon period.46
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41 John Morris, ʻAnglo-Saxon Surreyʼ, SyAC, 56 (1959), 132-58 (especially p. 157).

42 C. F. Titford, ʻEarly Saxon Settlement in West Surreyʼ, SyAC, 66 (1969), 120-21.

43  John McNeal Dodgson, ʻPlace-names from -hām, distinguished from -hamm names, in relation to the 
settlement of Kent, Surrey and Sussexʼ, Anglo-Saxon England, 2 (1973), 1-50 (p. 32, 40-41).

44 John McNeal Dodgson, ʻThe Burghal Hidage place-namesʼ in The Defence of Wessex: the Burghal Hidage 
and Anglo-Saxon Fortifications, ed. by D. Hill and A. R. Rumble (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 
1996), pp. 98-122 (pp. 119-20).

45  Rob Poulton, ʻSaxon Surreyʼ in The Archaeology of Surrey to 1540, ed. by Joanna Bird and D. G. Bird 
(Guildford: Surrey Archaeological Society, 1987), 197-222 (p. 198).

46 John Blair, Early Medieval Surrey (Stroud: Alan Sutton, 1991), p. 14, 23 Fig. 8.



The meanings of Surrey place-names in hām, -ingahām, and -ingas were all subjects of 

radical new interpretations by Gavin Smith in his book Surrey Place-names.47  He also 

dealt with the -ingas names in a number of articles, where it was proposed the element 

connoted either ʻcongregation (of a minster Hundred)ʼ or ʻroyal (monastic) householdʼ and 

arose during the Christian conversion of the seventh century.48  Many key historical aspects 

of his analyses are deficient and, other than a few useful comments as to the geographical 

distribution of the place-names in Surrey, his work is of little practical value. Much more 

credible from both an onomastic and historical perspective is the discussion of Surreyʼs 

‑ingas and -ingahām place-names offered by  Insley.49  Its brevity, and omission of any 

reference to published alternative interpretations of a couple of -ingas names accepted in 

print by other onomastic scholars, nevertheless leaves space for a reassessment of the 

place-names mapped in Figure 2. Such a reassessment must discuss and evaluate the full 

range of available information before reaching any conclusions.
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Figure 1: Base map of the county of Surrey

(From Aspects of Archaeology and History in Surrey, ed. by Jonathan Cotton, Glenys 

Crocker and Audrey Graham (Guildford: Surrey Archaeological Society, 2004), xi)



The reassessment of each place-name undertaken in this dissertation is focused primarily 

on confirming whether or not the previously-suggested plural -ingas or -inga- element is 

present, and the most likely original significance of that portion of the respective name 

formation which caused the suggestion to be made. The question of whether in the 

suggested -ingahām place-names the generic ending is hām or hamm is also discussed, 

but not to the same depth. This is because there are no means for differentiating one 

element from the other beyond those identified and deployed by Dodgson in his influential 

1973 study, where he was frank in admitting the artificial and arbitrary nature of some of 

the measures employed.50

Figure 2: Map of suggested -ingas, -ingahām place-names in Surrey (adapted from 

Dodgson, 1966, p. 11 Fig. 4)
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When coupled with the inflectional and orthographical reasons for why the distinction 

between the two became blurred in many instances,51  the obstacles seem insuperable, 

certainly far more so than for identifying -ingas or -inga-.

Appendices 2, 3 and 4 make up a diachronic database of the OE and ME spellings of all 

the place-names which have been selected as possible -ingas or -ingahām instances, or 

because they are discussed in detail for the context they provide, or because they 

contribute to the percentage figures presented in Appendix 1 and discussed in the 

statistical analysis below. The majority of name-forms represent attestations reported in 

PNS, but in many cases the numbers have been augmented by occurrences found in later 

medieval texts which have been the subject of published scholarly  editions. Recent Surrey 

Records Society  volumes provide many hitherto-unreported attestations from legal texts of 

thirteenth-century date,52  while a chapter of its much earlier bipartite volume on taxation 

records offers a wealth of fourteenth- and fifteenth-century forms, a period for which PNS 

entries typically offer few if any examples.53  In addition, a trio of Surrey Archaeological 

Collections articles present transcriptions of twelfth- and early thirteenth-century texts that 

incorporate additional spellings of several place-names reassessed in this dissertation.54 

Altogether, these offer a more fine-grained means of tracing how and when place-name 

spellings changed over time.
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52  The 1235 Surrey Eyre, Part 2, ed. by C. A. F. Meekings and David Crook (Guildford: Surrey Record 
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1922), pp. 97-155.

54  R. N. Bloxham, ʻA Surrey Charter of King Johnʼ, SyAC, 54 (1955), 58-65; John Blair, ʻThe Surrey 
Endowments of Lewes Priory before 1200ʼ, SyAC, 72 (1980), 97-126; C. A. F. Meekings, ʻNotes on the de 
Abernon Family before 1236ʼ, SyAC, 72 (1980), 157-73.



Surrey has a modest amount of OE-period documentation, considerably  less extensive 

than for some contiguous counties, and furthermore there are strong grounds for believing 

a significant proportion of the relevant texts to be fabrications created centuries later than 

their purported date, which makes the place-name spellings they contain dubious 

witnesses to pre-ME practice.55  Fortunately, contained within some of the remaining texts 

of authentic character are examples of -ingas and -ingahām place-names, in both cases 

pre-dating the year 700 and confirming the antiquity of the formations.

Another important benefit of creating a chronological database is that it can be utilised to 

test the likelihood of derivation from -inga(s) for a name lacking OE attestation and with 

ambiguous ME spellings. Place-names with acceptable OE and sufficient ME spellings can 

act as a guide against which others can be compared to verify whether they follow similar 

trends in the rendering of an original -ingas ending or medial -inga- element. If they 

deviate from them, they might also help  determine whether such discrepancies point to an 

alternative underlying composition (or different grammatical inflection), or arose because 

of some other factor, e.g. scribal error. It is essential to note the spellings are culled from a 

wide range of documentary sources and so do not represent a single orthographic tradition 

in either time or space, but aggregation of the data can be argued to achieve a degree of 

“smoothing” to moderate the effect of aberrant spellings.

Leading on from this statistical analysis, each place-name will be the subject of careful 

consideration of reasonable identifications of its constituent parts. The evidence from 
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those on OE record again takes precedence to establish a baseline against which the 

remaining place-names can be compared. The nature of the ME data means such an 

approach cannot in itself lead to the differentiation of place-names containing -ingas, -inga- 

from ones containing -ing, -ing-. In certain cases, observations made during visits to the 

places which nowadays bear the names are included as an additional interpretative aid. 

Brought together, these modes of analysis provide a sophisticated mechanism for the 

reassessment of the various names, yielding analyses that are more holistic and less 

beset by subjective assumptions than have been published before – albeit without 

necessarily offering conclusive proof of derivation one way or another.
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D.2: Statistical analysis

The data relating to each place-name can be aggregated to derive a mean for each time 

period used in the Appendices according to correspondence to one or more of the 

following criteria, simplified from those employed by Dodgson in his 1966 article:

(i) -ingas, -ingum (or variant) endings in OE

(ii) -inges (or variant) endings in ME as derivative from OE -ingas

(iii) medial -inga- (or variant) in OE

(iv) medial -inge- (or variant) in ME as derivative from OE -inga-.

Key aspects of the results for each place-name contained in Appendices 1-3 will be 

referred to when appropriate in the respective philological accounts. Here, quantitative 

analysis of the data is offered from two perspectives: first by  type (i.e. -ingas, -ingahām) 

and then, for the less easily interpreted -ingahām names, in comparison with the generics 

of the other -inga- formations identified by Dodgson.56  As Table 3 shows, all percentages 

exhibit a progressive downward trend over time, but beyond that there are notable 

differences.

Table 3: Chronology of percentages of diagnostic place-name spellings by type (to 

nearest whole number)

TYPE NUMBER -1066 1067-85 1086 1087-1199 1200-99 1300-99 1400-99
-ingas 9 88%* 100% 63%** 53%** 37%** 4%** 0%
-ingahām 4 100%* 100% 100% 60% 48% 14% 0%
(-inga- 16 100% - 100% 93% 63% 49% 17%)
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Two qualifications need to be made to the above figures at the outset. The percentages 

marked *  exclude the spelling Totinge for Tooting but include Effingeham for Effingham. 

Neither precisely  matches any of the above criteria, but Effingeham can be treated as a 

form consistent with Dodgsonʼs 1966 summation whereas by his metrics Totinge could be 

understood as a singular -ing name. Percentages marked **  exclude spellings lacking a 

final -s of place-names which are first attested in OE inflected in the dative plural. Coates 

noted a change OE -ingum > early ME -inge was a feature of several Sussex ‑ingas 

names as well as Binton and Eashing in Surrey, and, as is shown below, the same held 

true for Godalming until the 1150s. He concluded that this shows their descent from the 

dative form and, if correct, the percentages in question should be higher.57

The general trend is for spellings before 1200 being overwhelmingly faithful to the original 

OE inflections. In the thirteenth century, with or without spellings derivative from -ingum, 

there is a sharp decrease in the percentage among the uncompounded plural names, 

whereas the two compound types both exhibit a much less marked downturn. In the 

fourteenth century, the percentages for -ingahām do not hold up nearly  so well as for the 

combined other -inga- formations, although (as with the fifteenth-century attestations which 

still exhibit medial -e-) this can be attributed to the effect of a minority of well-recorded 

names rather than across-the-board uniformity.

Turning to -ingahām, examining the renderings of the medial element may show which 

elements display a greater tendency  to be found in written forms indicative of derivation 

from -inga-. The results are presented in Table 4.
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Table 4: Chronology of mean percentages of diagnostic place-name spellings by 

generic (to nearest whole number)

GENERIC NUMBER -1066 1067-85 1086 1087-1199 1200-99 1300-99 1400-99
hām*** 4 100%* 100% 100% 60% 48% 14% 0%

denn 1 - - - - 100% 0% -
dūn 1 - - 100% - 100% 100% 0%
ersc 1 - - - - 38% 0% 0%
fald 3 - - - 90% 43% 48% 0%
feld*** 1 100% - - 100% 100% 100% 50%
hyrst 3 - - - 100% 30% 25% 0%
lēah 3 - - 100% 100% 45% 75% 0%
worð*** 2 100% 100% 75% 80% 67% 0%
wudu 1 - - 50% 67% 100%

As before, *  denotes the inclusions of the inauthentic OE-period spelling Effingeham. *** 

identifies the generics for which OE spellings with unambiguous medial -inga- elements 

are known. The percentages show suggested -ingahām formations were quicker to 

transition from -inge- > -ing- (or variant) spellings in ME than the majority of others in 

‑inga-, with some generics exhibiting upturns in their percentages of such suggestive 

spellings between the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. Feld and worð, the other 

generics in -inga- compounds attested in OE in Surrey, show consistently  higher 

percentages per time period than hām. An explanation for this may lie in place-names in 

‑ingahām being more susceptible to reanalysis in ME than ones of rarer occurrence. This 

is hinted at by the spellings Warlyngtonʼ 1393, 1395 for Warlingham and Wassyngtonʼ late 

14th for Washingham, which are clear cases of false analogy with similarly  common and 

habitative -ingtūn formations.58  Alternatively, and more profoundly, such divergence may 

point to some of the names hitherto classified as -ingahām formations being of 

substantially different constitution.
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D.3. Philological analysis

D.3.1: -ingas

In 1923, Ekwall named 11 possible examples of -ingas place-names in Surrey, but reduced 

this to nine in 1962.59  PNS listed eight,60  as did Dodgson alongside two less certain 

instances (and he discarded one of these for being ʻhighly  improbableʼ).61  Insley notes 

seven names.62  The reassessment below will encompass the nine given by Ekwall in 

1962, alongside one ʻnot enteredʼ by  Dodgson (Haling)63 and a second recently  suggested 

by Bailey (Allfarthing).64 Another recently-published name, Pertinges 1258-59, is excluded 

despite being indexed as a place in Surrey, because it is best interpreted as a scribal 

misspelling or modern editorial error for Percinges, equivalent to Perching in Sussex.65

If not from plural -ingas, these place-names are most likely to derive from a singular ‑ing 

formation or an unrelated OE element, most commonly hlinc, which yields occasional 

‑inges (or variant) spellings in ME.66  Regrettably, the only credible early-recorded 

examples of singular -ing and hlinc in Surrey for which -ingas has not been suggested as 

an option lack multiple ME-period spellings and known OE attestation respectively, 

impairing their ability  to function as exemplars for interpreting names of similar 

appearance. 
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The one example of an OE uncompounded singular -ing name attested in Surrey is 

Hoppingwood in Kingston. It has two reported medieval forms: one OE ((biweste) 

Hoppingge 967, though very probably  modified when the source charter was copied into a 

fourteenth-century cartulary),67  one late ME (Hoppyng mede 1536, evidently a field-

name).68  These have motivated its identification as a dative singular-inflected ‑ing2 

formation on hop, ʻenclosure in marshlandʼ,69  although an appellative hopping, ʻorchardʼ, 

has been advanced as a lexical item.70

OE hlinc does not appear to have enjoyed widespread application as a major place-

naming term in Surrey.71  The only indisputable example is Snailslinch in Farnham. Almost 

three-quarters of the recorded thirteenth-century forms of this place-name boast the 

diagnostic ending ‐linch(e), as opposed to 6% in -inges, equivalent to a solitary spelling 

Senellinges 1210-11 not reported in PNS.72  It may be an unsuccessful attempt to render a 

palatalized ending and as such demonstrates that ME -inges spellings can derive from an 

element other than plural ‑ingas.73  The present understanding of hlinc considers ʻbank, 

ledgeʼ as the main translations.74  In the case of Snailslinch – where the specific is the 
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noun sn(a)egel, ʻsnailʼ – the reference is probably to the terraced trackway to the west of 

the present farm.

In alphabetical order, the nine names discussed by Ekwall in 1962 are as follows: 

Binton (Seale). Of the three Surrey place-names recorded in OE with the dative plural 

ending -ingum, the earliest attested is Bintungom, recorded in an authentic charter text of 

the period 686 x 688, and remembered in the name of Binton Farm.75  The stem is 

considered to be the male personal name *Binta, equivalent to Old High German (OHG) 

Bin(i)zo, also identifiable in the lost minor name Bynterugge 1382 within the area of 

modern Seale parish, as well as Bentworth (Hampshire, Binteworda 1130).76  Contra 

Ekwall and PNS, Zachrisson made a case for the specific to be OE *binut < beonet, ʻbent-

grassʼ, but this disyllabic possibility was rejected anew by Ekwall.77  With no other possible 

explanations forthcoming, *Binta remains the most credible interpretation of the stem. A 

group-name *Bintingas might also account for the late-recorded Benting Wood in Horley 

(Bentyngwoode 1546).78

Dorking. Early  spellings of the place-name Dorking ending -inges are sufficiently 

numerous into the thirteenth century as to permit its acceptance as an -ingas name, 

despite it not being on pre-Domesday record and despite the series of twelfth-century 
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forms, all lacking a terminal -s, omitted from the analyses of PNS and Ekwall: Dorekingʼ 

1138 x 1147 (1444), Dorchinge 1138 x 1152, Dorkingʼ 1153 x 1167, Dorking 1191 x 1198.79 

Two contrasting identifications of the stem have been proposed. Ekwall considered it to be 

*Dorce, ʻclear, bright streamʼ, an earlier name for the River Mole ultimately deriving from 

the IE root *derk-, ʻglanceʼ, and highlighted various copied OE references to a tributary of 

the River Cole in Wiltshire (e.g. (innan) Dorcan 1043 x 1053 (12th)) in support.80  The 

authors of PNS note ʻno proof exists of such an early name for the river [Mole]ʼ and instead 

argued in favour of the monothematic personal name, Deorc, found (as Derch) in two 

Domesday Book entries for Cheshire.81  It is straightforwardly associated with OE deorc, 

ʻdark, darknessʼ, which would parallel simple appearance-related bynames compounded 

with ‑ingas in place-names like Reading (< *Rēada, ʻthe red-haired oneʼ)82 and Basing (< 

*Basa, perhaps from basu, ʻscarlet, crimsonʼ).83 

The PNS case against *Dorce as a lost name for the River Mole has a firm basis in 

medieval written record. The Mole was previously known as the Emen or Emel, and this 

name is found attached to portions of the river downstream of Dorking at Thames Ditton 

((on, andlang) emenan 983 (14th))84  and upstream of it at Horley (Emelé 1331 (15th)).85 

Such references arguably leave little room for a lost Brittonic river-name, although Ekwall 

argued Emen/Emel represented an OE name *Ǣmen, ʻmisty, causing mistsʼ.86 One means 
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of reconciling these two positions is by  postulating that the *Dorce was not the Mole but 

another local watercourse. The most obvious candidate is the Pipp Brook, whose name is 

remarkably late to appear on record (Pepbroke 1603) given that it flows along the northern 

edge of the medieval town of Dorking, but negative evidence cannot settle the matter one 

way or the other.87

Even without the acknowledged input of suggestive historical testimony, the possible 

presence in Dorking of the name Deorc has attracted support.88  However, the universal 

pre-modern Dor- spellings of the place-name (Derkyng 1431 excepted)89  stand in stark 

contrast to the (admittedly  limited) number of published spellings of minor place-names 

considered to contain the same personal name: Darklake (Devon, Durkelake 1498), 

Darshill (Somerset, Durkeshale c. 1250) and Ditsworthy (Devon, Durkesworth(y) 1474).90 

This casts doubt on Ekwallʼs original postulation of a change in the diphthong eo > o.91 

Given the South-West English distribution of the aforementioned examples relative to 

Dorking, regional dialect might offer one explanation for this contrast, but the details of 

such an explanation do not seem credible, at least so far as OE dialects are concerned. 

Dorking lay  outside of the regions where Anglian dialects prevailed, and in which 

ʻsmoothingʼ of eo > e occurred on the cusp  of the horizon of detailed textual records,92 but 

there is no evidence for parallel eo > o monophthongisation in contemporaneous Kentish 

or Early West Saxon OE.
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In Late OE texts, there are instances of monophthongisation of eo > o, but more cases of 

eo > e, although neither shift is common, and such spellings may represent scribal 

uncertainty  as the correct orthographic reproduction of changes in pronunciation.93  It has 

been proposed that there was ʻno phonological necessityʼ for the eo diphthong to be 

spelled in a different way, and that the orthographic testament for its monophthongisation 

suggests it commenced circa 1000.94  Importantly, Kentish OE has been argued to be an 

exception to this, with a shift eo > ø resulting in some Early ME spellings with o, partly as a 

result Anglo-Norman influence.95  This fits the evidence from Dorking well, given the 

terminus ante quem for monophthongisation of *Deorcingas > *Dorcingas that the 

Domesday spelling Dorchinges seems to represent. The explanation certainly seems 

preferable to a hypothesis of Deorc + -ingas having been reanalysed in Late OE as dor, 

ʻdoor(way), gate(way)ʼ + cingas, ʻkingsʼ, because, even though the first element has been 

argued to have a topographical significance as ʻdoor or narrow passʼ that might befit the 

Mole Gap immediately north of Dorking,96  the compound as a whole makes scant 

semantic sense.

Another way of addressing the issue of the near-universal Dor- spellings is to postulate 

that the stem is of Brittonic origin, but not the lost river-name *Dorce favoured by Ekwall. It 

is worth noting the link he made with Dorchester in Oxfordshire, which possesses a 

significant number of Domesday and later spellings (from Dorchecestre, Dorkecestre 1086 

onwards) whose first portion is identical or near-identical to contemporary  forms of 
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Dorking.97  Dorchester is on early  record as Dorcic 731 (8th), and the name is explained by 

CDEPN as either being from the aforementioned Indo-European root *derk-, of which 

*dork- is a suggested o-grade alternative form (the idea apparently was first posited by 

Ekwall in the context of his river-name-based etymology),98  or as a reflex of Brittonic 

*duro-c-, “small fort” (developing a suggestion made by Rivet and Smith).99 

Coates subsequently undertook a dedicated study of the place-name Dorchester, in which 

he dismissed the former suggestion on phonological and topographical grounds (in the 

process mentioning but not discussing Dorking in a footnote), and the latter because it fails 

to account for the second syllable in Dorcic.100  In their place, he postulated a Romano-

British name formation *Durocuccium, ʻboat fortʼ > OE *Dorcycc.101 This is not applicable 

to Dorking (at least on the basis of the present body of evidence) and, because most of his 

key criticisms of the two etymologies outlined by CDEPN are similarly non-transferrable, 

they perhaps still hold the key to a better understanding of Dorking.

An explanation invoking IE *derk-, *dork- has more the certain correlates of the two 

options. The root is perceptible in Old Irish derc, ʻeyeʼ, and Welsh dryc, ʻmirror, aspectʼ, 

and was argued by  Ekwall to underpin the French place-name Condorcet (Castrum 

Condorcense 998).102  This has a British equivalent; Condercum in the Ravenna 
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Cosmography, now Benwell (Northumberland).103  The same root produced OE torht, 

ʻbrightʼ, a common prototheme in Anglo-Saxon personal names until the tenth century.104 

A hypocoristic form *Torhta (or monothematic *Torht) is ostensibly found in combination 

with a singular connective -ing4 particle in the Sussex place-name Tortington (Tortinton 

1086).105  It is conceivable that there was a cognate Brittonic personal name *Dorc, the 

underlying sense of which was at least semi-comprehensible to non-Brittonic speakers, 

that was used in the group-name formation which is preserved as Dorking.106  Rivet and 

Smith cite recorded personal names Derco and Derceia,107  but these are not attested in 

OE-period Insular sources, so the notion must be considered highly speculative.

A derivation from a pre-English noun related to Brittonic *duro-c- might be deemed 

preferable in view of suggestions that there was a Romano-British roadside settlement in 

the Dorking area, perhaps at Burford Bridge (Burhgforde 1311 < OE burh-ford, “stronghold 

ford”), although the present array of evidence for this is disparate and insubstantial, and 

lacks an obviously  military component.108 Here again, however, the element in question is 

not independently  attested. The lowering of the u > o would be consistent with what 

Coates proposes for Dorchester, yet he finds no all-encompassing explanation for how 

Romano-British *Duro-/Brittonic *Dur- (i.e. the non-diminutive form of *Duro-c-) became 

Dor- in OE as well as in late Latin sources, although his contemplation of ʻanalogical 

influenceʼ from OE dor might be admissible so far as Dorking is concerned.109 
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104 Insley, 2002, p. 165.

105 CDEPN, p. 623.

106  Cf. Insley, 2002, pp. 162-4, especially for identification of OE *Wassa < Brittonic Vasso-, ʻservantʼ, in 
Washington (Sussex, (æt) Was(s)ingatun(e) 947 (11th): CDEPN, p. 654).

107 PNRB, p. 316.

108 David Bird, Roman Surrey (Stroud: Tempus, 2004), p. 43, 62-64; PNS, p. 81.

109 Coates, 2006, pp. 57-58.



The unique spelling Dorekingʼ 1138 x 1147 requires some explanation. It comes from a 

charter text which does not survive in the original but in a cartulary  compiled in 1444; 

however, the spelling of the only  other place-name in the same charter (Kyngestonʼ) is not 

inconsistent with a mid-twelfth century date.110 Rivet and Smith introduced *duro-c- as an 

explanation for the first half of the Romano-British place-name Durocobrivis (although they 

only spelled out the hypothetical element in a separate name analysis), but then advanced 

a ʻbetter possibilityʼ; *duroco-, a version of the attested Gaulish dṷorico-, ʻporticoʼ.111  This 

would yield an extra syllable as seems to be present in the trisyllabic Dorekingʼ, but is 

incompatible with the expected morphology of a name derived from *duroco-. Furthermore, 

a British cognate of a barely-attested Gaulish noun cannot be considered an especially 

credible way of interpreting the stem of Dorking.

Without any evidence for simplex instances of *duro-,112  let alone *duro-c- or *duroco-, 

another way of explaining not only the -ch-/-k- omnipresent in the early spellings of 

Dorking but also the extra (half) syllable in Dorekingʼ is to see it as the remnant of a medial 

element between the recurrent Romano-British place-name element *Dur(o)- and OE 

‑ingas. The reduction in OE of the second syllable of a possible *Duro- place-name may 

be paralleled by  Dorn (Worcestershire, earliest Dorene 963 (12th)), which Ekwall 

tentatively equated with the Gallo-Roman place-name Duronum.113  Uncertainty  attends 

this explanation, as with so many aspects of attempting to give an etymology for Dorking, 
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and a wholly OE composition is just as likely as one with a name or term of Romano-

British or Brittonic origin as the stem of an -ingas formation.

Eashing (Godalming). A place-name which has attracted a great deal of comment by 

place-name scholars, Eashing appears in dative plural form in two OE texts: the second 

part of King Alfredʼs will ((æt) Æscengum ?896 x 899 (11th))114 and the so-called Burghal 

Hidage ((to) Escinguʼ ?10th (11th)).115  The only attestation consistent with OE nominative/

accusative plural -ingas is the abnormally-late Eschynges 1349, whose provenance is a 

locally-produced deed.116  Every published analysis of the place-name has noted the 

possibility of the stem being either the monothematic male personal name Æsc, the 

hypocoristic Æsca, or the noun æsc, ʻash-treeʼ. Some accord equal weighting to the 

options,117  whereas Ekwall considered the personal name Æsc to be the more likely 

explanation.118 

A potential hint that Eashing was derived from a personal name comes from the “Tanner 

Bede”, the T manuscript of the OE version of Bedeʼs Ecclesiastical History, the various 

suggested dates of which span the period 899 x 930.119  In a philological analysis of 

Oiscingas, the name of the Kentish royal line recorded by Bede, Insley argues that the 

form Æsc (and thus Æscingas) in the T manuscript ʻsimply reflects a West Saxon attempt 
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115 Dodgson, 1996, p. 124.
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117 Zachrisson, ʻPuzzlesʼ, p. 18; PNS, pp. 196-97.

118 Ekwall, 1962, p. 29.

119 John Insley, ʻOiscingasʼ in Reallexikon der Germanische Altertumskunde, 22, ed. by Rosemarie Müller 
(Berlin and New York: Walter de Gruyter, 2003), pp. 33-38 (especially p. 34-35).



to make sense of Bedan Oisc/Oesc, possibly  by association with OE Æscaʼ.120  Another 

way of explaining it would be to postulate the influence of the place-name Eashing, which 

was manifestly  a significant location within the West Saxon realm at the time. The scribe of 

the T manuscript may have drawn upon knowledge of its etymology, but it may also 

represent a late-ninth-/early-tenth-century reanalysis of the place-name in the context of a 

wayward interpretation of an -ingas-name with an unrelated stem.

A thoroughgoing analysis of Eashing as a name formation was effected by Dodgson, who, 

in addition to the personal name Æsc, gave the options of ʻash-treeʼ and ʻspearʼ for the 

stem.121  Importantly, he was the first to posit that the name might not be a folk-name, as 

formally it could be explained instead as the plural of an unattested common noun 

*æscing, *escing, ʻthing or place at, or called after, the ash-tree or spear poleʼ.122 Coates, 

apparently independently, made the same proposition of a lexical *æscing in an essay 

published the year after Dodgsonʼs analysis, only to reject the idea on the basis of the 

sandstone geology of the Eashing area being unsuitable for stands of ash-trees.123 

A site visit to Upper and Lower Eashing in June 2014 confirmed that ash-trees are 

abundant in the woodlands and hedgerows of the locality, being by estimation the second 

most common deciduous tree after oak. While this present-day abundance demonstrates 

the local geology can sustain ash-trees, it cannot be treated as conclusive proof of the 

topographical explanation of the stem, let alone of the idea that the name derives from 

*æscingas, ʻ?stands of ash-treesʼ. However, the evidence can be set in the context of 
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other indications supportive of such an interpretation. The common noun æsc is noticeably 

well-represented in Surrey toponymy: in the parish names Ash (Essa 1170, simplex), 

Ashtead (Estede 1107 x 1121, with stede) and Esher (to Æscæron 1005 (12th), with 

scearu), as well as locally to Eashing in the minor place-name Ashtead (Assh(e)stede c. 

1340, again with stede). Outside of Surrey, Ashton (Northamptonshire) and Ashen (Essex) 

represent simplex names from æsc inflected in the dative plural like Eashing.124

The conjectured appellative *æscing has recently been suggested to be present in the 

name Æscincuinc, an unidentified swine-pasture, probably in the Sussex Weald in the 

vicinity of Lindfield, named in a fabricated charter text drawing upon some earlier material 

preserved in two manuscripts associated with Christ Church, Canterbury.125  If -uinc 

represents a scribal distortion by minim confusion of OE wīc then it may bear comparison 

with a surviving Sussex place-name, Ashington (earliest Essingeton(a) 1073), in which the 

generic is indisputably tūn, another habitative element. Traditionally interpreted as 

containing a genitive plural-inflected folk-name *Æscinga,126  the spellings with medial -

inge- could also result from a genitive plural of a topographical -ing2 formation, or, as 

*Æscinge, a locative-dative singular to which tūn was added, perhaps to differentiate it 

from Eashing.127 

Eaton (Cobham). The place-name Getinges, source of the extant street-name Eaton 

Park, features in the earliest extant land charter text relating to Surrey, dateable to the 
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period circa 670 x 675, and in two derivative charters, all from the Chertsey  Abbey 

archive.128 They exist solely as cartulary  copies, recently argued to have been made circa 

1260,129 which engenders real doubt over the authenticity  of the spelling Getinges. It can 

be paralleled by  Sunninges (< OE *Sunningas) mentioned in the earliest charter text, and, 

coupled with the fact that Getinges is markedly different from the independent attestations 

Ethinge, Etynge 1294, recommends its interpretation as a modernization of an OE 

archetype, perhaps made prior to the compilation of the later thirteenth-century 

cartulary.130 With no hint of a palatal ending among the known spellings, the -inges ending 

is straightforwardly recognizable as a rendering of nominative/accusative plural ‑ingas.131 

No author has deviated from the opinion that the stem is a personal name, either Gēat132 

or Gēata.133  Formally, however, it could be geat, ʻgate, opening, passʼ. The name is 

attached to a location close to the River Mole, but the topography of the locality  does not 

befit the notion of a gap or pass assisting communications through the area. Furthermore, 

in OE, the name Gēat occurs first in the royal genealogy of the kingdom of Lindsey 

recorded in manuscripts of ninth and tenth-century date, including in the singular -ing3 

forms Geoting and Geating.134 It is also to be found in the genealogy  of King Æthelwulf of 

Wessex preserved in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, the earliest extant version of which – in 
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the annal for the year 855 of the very late ninth-century  A-text – includes singular -ing3 

Geating.135 

Getinges/Eaton therefore almost certainly represents OE *Gēatingas, a group-name which 

may also occur in Yattendon (Berkshire, Yettingeden(e) 13th).136 These place-names have 

not been entered into discussions of the origin and significance of Geot, Geat in the royal 

genealogies, in which scholars have inclined towards the interpretation of the name 

representing that of a god, perhaps the tribal deity of the Geats.137 The implications of this 

in terms of the origins and status of the *Gēatingas are thus a matter of considerable 

interest, but lie beyond the scope of this dissertation.

Godalming.  The earliest attestation – (æt) Godelmingum ?896 x 899 (11th) – is of dative 

plural inflection.138  It offers one explanation why, uniquely for a suggested Surrey ‑ingas 

name recorded in Domesday Book, none of the 1086 forms ends -es.139 Godelming 1107 x 

1117 (12th), unmentioned in PNS, may stand for the persistence of this inflection into the 

twelfth century, and it is not until Godelminges 1154 that a form consonant with the OE 

nominative/accusative ending is recorded.140  There is general consensus Godalming is a 
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comparatively rare instance of an -ingas formation with a dithematic personal name stem, 

*Godhelm (cognate with the recorded OG Godohelm),141  which Insley considers ʻmore 

characteristicʼ of the period circa 700-900 than of previous centuries.142  Zachrisson 

attempted to explain the stem as a topographical formation, first as gōd-w(i)elm, ʻpure 

running watersʼ,143  and later *god-elm, ʻthe elm-trees near the pool or swampʼ.144  These 

failed to gain the support of other scholars, and *Godhelmingas remains the best 

explanation.

Lydling (Godalming).  Treated as a possibility by Dodgson, the earliest spellings 

(Letlinges 1177, Ledlinges 1220, Ledling 1230, Lydlingʼ 1235) admit a variety  of 

explanations. PNS thought it ʻmore likelyʼ represented hlȳde-hlinc, ʻslope(s) by the [stream 

called] Lydeʼ, than an -ingas name.145  Ekwall hedged his bets, suggesting both a 

topographical name lȳtel-hlinc, “little bank, terrace”, and a folk-name *Lȳt(e)lingas, from a 

male personal name *Lȳtel. There is no name *Lȳtel on record, although the near-identical 

*Lȳtela could be a regular short-form of a name like Lytelman, borne by a number of tenth-

century moneyers.146 The idea of a group being named after a man called *Lȳtel(a) might 

seem questionable, inasmuch as its implication “(the) little one” could be considered to be 

uncomplimentary, although this has not stopped Litlington (Cambridgeshire, Lit(e)lingetona 

1086) being interpreted as deriving from a folk-name *Lȳtlingas.147  The genitive plural of 
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the common noun lȳtling, ʻchildʼ,148  might be considered for Litlington, but its nominative 

plural form would make scant sense as an uncompounded toponym.

A visit to Lydling in June 2014 provided a platform for testing the credibility of the published 

interpretations of the place-name and new alternatives. The present settlement, centred on 

Lydling Farm, sits above a small stream which equates to the ʻLydeʼ < hlȳde, ʻ(the) loud 

(one)ʼ or, to adopt Ekwallʼs supposition of a common noun, ʻtorrent, swift streamʼ.149  The 

same element appears to be present in (oð middan, Of) hlida burnan, a former name for 

the River Wandle, found in a boundary description of Battersea and Wandsworth; this is 

appended to a charter text dated 693, but the survey  almost certainly to be of around the 

same eleventh-century  date as the manuscript in which it is preserved.150  It has been 

noted as having ʻdiverse formsʼ that hamper finding an exact etymology; some spellings, 

such as Ledeborne c.1230, resemble contemporary renderings of Lydling, but others, e.g. 

Lotebourn 1337, are markedly different.151

The proposition of an OE stream-name *Hlȳde is problematic so far as Lydling is 

concerned because the stream cannot be said to flow loudly or swiftly (this judgement is 

based upon the authorʼs long-standing familiarity  with the area, since water levels in a 

minor watercourse typically  would not be high in the summer). Changes to the local water 

table, in combination with the damming of the stream to create a pond below Lydling Farm, 

may have stymied the natural flow of the stream, but today, even its lowest reaches, it 

cannot be said to flow notably loudly or rapidly. Similarly, analogy  with Lydlinch in Dorset 

(Litelinge 1166, Lidelinz 1182), in which the first half of the name represents a contraction 
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of the river-name Lydden, of Brittonic origin and considered to mean ʻbroad streamʼ,152 

does not suit the topography of Lydling.

The lane accessing Lydling is slightly  terraced, but arguably not enough for it to be seen 

as the basis of the place-name in hlinc. The suggested presence of the element befits the 

local topography if it is translated more broadly as “a small but notable natural or artificial 

break of slope”, although Gellingʼs caution that the term was ʻused too sparingly  for a 

general sense of “hill-slope” to seem satisfactoryʼ must be borne in mind.153  The farm 

complex lies at the top of a slope more prominent than further down the valley. However, 

the slope of the opposite side is higher and steeper. Implicit in the name might be a sense 

of inferior comparison, i.e. “(the) little slope/bank” (OE lȳtel-, lȳt-hlinc) in contrast to a 

proximate – but not necessarily named – larger counterpart. The Coulsdon field-name 

Smalling, if from *smæl-hlinc, “small bank, ledge”, may be analogous, although no forms 

earlier than 1837 have been published.154

There are a number of issues with deriving Lydling from OE hlinc. While Snailslinch 

possesses an early spelling ending -inges, making the 1177 and 1220 forms for Lydling 

not-inconsistent with the same generic, the absence of attestations ending -ch(e) or ‑k(e) 

is much harder to account for. The influence of Godalming, the parochial centre, might be 

pertinent, but it is perhaps more justifiable to view Lydling in its own terms and hence 

consider the consistent -ing(es) endings to represent another element. The obvious 

possibility is -ingas, yet it is necessary  to bear in mind Smithʼs observation that OE place-

names with final -ing sometimes have occasional ME -inges spellings arising from false 
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analogy with ones of plural -ingas formation.155  Thus the similarity of Lydlingʼs early 

spellings to those of names in -ingas cannot be taken to exclude the possibility of it being 

a singular -ing formation.

Turning to the stem, another point of note is that the earliest known form is the only pre-

modern instance in which the final syllable ends in -t, not -d. This could be argued to 

constitute evidence against notions of the first element being lȳtel, lȳt or a personal name 

*Lȳtel(a). Moreover, none of the ME-period spellings of place-names from OE lȳtel 

reported in CDEPN commence Led-, Lid- or Lyd- (or even Let-), strongly suggesting that 

the element in question was something other than OE lȳtel /ME lītel.156  Even so, it is not 

impossible that the consonant change might be a sign of intervocalic voicing occurring in 

the ME period, or reanalysis through false analogy with other place-names derived from 

OE hlūd. Thus, none of the above-listed possibilities can be excluded, although the 

balance of philological and phonological evidence is weighed against them.

Discounting the idea of a stream-name *Hlȳde (and hence a formation *Hlȳdling, “loud little 

stream”, with a diminutive -ling2 suffix) for the topographical reason outlined above, other 

options duly present themselves. One is a personal name with a diminutive -l suffix, hence 

*Lūdel (cf. Luda, attested 883, likewise perhaps a short-form of names in Lud-)157  or 

*Hlūdel (cf. Hludwig, moneyer of the period 895 x 918).158 *Lēodel (cf. early-attested Lioda 

for *Lēoda)159  might also be countenanced, given the comment in the CDEPN entry  for 
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Letcombe Basset (Oxfordshire) that spellings beginning Lod- and Lud- indicate an OE -eo- 

diphthong goes against the later spellings of (oð middan, Of) hlida burnan cited earlier, 

although the data for Lydling lack any  Lod- forms.160 However, if this line of interpretation is 

to be preferred, the absence of convincing personal name + hlinc compounds would point 

to the ending being -ing or -ingas.161

Alternatively, the stem may be a topographical element. Arguments for the necessity of a 

hypothetical OE *hlid, a side-form of hlith, ʻslopeʼ, to explain the place-names Lydd (Kent) 

and Lydham (Shropshire) were questioned by Gelling, who preferred the attested hlid, ʻlid, 

door, gateʼ, perhaps referring to an entry/exit point between different land uses.162  Outside 

of the appellative hlidgeat, its use in place-names seems to have been limited. 

Semantically, hlid, ʻgateʼ, would be more compatible with hlinc than *hlid, ʻslopeʼ, but would 

rule out -ing2 and -ingas as the compounding element, other than in diminutive forms -ling, 

-lingas, or in the tiny likelihood that hlid was used in combination with OE lēah, as has 

been suggested for Littlewick Green (Berkshire: Lidlegewik 1052 x 1066 (13th), Lidleuuike 

1256-).163  Nor would such allowances would have to be made for *hlidel, a lexical 

derivative of hlid in the mould of *hegel < gehæg posited by Coates in an explanation of 

Hayling (Hampshire),164  but this hypothesis almost certainly goes beyond the bounds of 

credibility.
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In summary, the following observations on the place-name Lydling can be made with a 

significant degree of confidence: (1) the known attestations do not directly support 

derivation from hlinc; (2) it has a range of attestations philologically and chronologically 

consistent with an -ingas formation; (3) the -d- found in all but the earliest spelling is likely 

– but by no means certain – to have been present in the OE element used as the stem; (4) 

arguments for its inclusion of a stream name *Hlȳde are inconsistent with the character of 

the relevant watercourse. Nonetheless, set in a wider context, the available spellings offer 

few absolute certainties and all of the above can be queried. Lydling may hence represent 

a compound of a personal name (Lūda/*Lūdel, *Hlūda/*Hlūdel) or topographical element 

(hlid, *hlidel) with -ing2, -ingas or hlinc.

Tooting. Debates over this place-name have centred on alternative interpretations of the 

stem, but its status as an -ingas group-name in origin has been questioned as well. 

According to PNS and Ekwall, the stem is the male personal name Tōta, borne by two 

men recorded in eighth-century  texts.165  Zachrisson was the first to suggest OE *tōt, 

ʻlookoutʼ, as an alternative, but as part of a singular -ing formation he translated as ʻlook-

out placeʼ.166  Confusingly, the authors of PNS reported Zachrisson postulating ʻpeople of 

the look-out placeʼ; they countered his suggested specific was topographically  impossible 

(a criticism Zachrisson convincingly refuted) but passed no comment on his tacit dismissal 

of it being a folk-name.167 

Zachrissonʼs arguments in favour of *tōt were given renewed impetus by Gower, who 

proposed a Tooting field-name, Totterdown (Figure 3), originated as OE *tōt-ærn-dūn, 
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“lookout-building hill”.168  This name, remembered in Totterdown Street at the foot of the 

eponymous hill (Figure 4), can be compared with several other suggested instances of 

*tōt-ærn as a place-name specific, notably Totternhoe (Bedfordshire, Totenehou 1086, with 

hōh, ʻhill-spurʼ).169  An -ing2 appellative *tōting, ʻlook-out placeʼ, has been hypothesised to 

explain place-names including Totley  (South Yorkshire, e.g. Totingelei 1086) and Totton 

(Hampshire, Totintone 1086),170  and it is conceivable that this could exist in plural form 

outside of compounds with habitative or topographical generics.

Gowerʼs suggestion received a further modicum of support from Baker and Brookes, who 

advance an alternative rendering for ʻplace-names of the Tooting typeʼ, i.e. *Tōtingas, as 

ʻthe people of the Watchman or lookout-placeʼ.171  The concept of a group identifying with 

an individual of official or semi-official status would imply the coinage of certain -ingas 

names took place in the context of superior, outside authority, on whose behalf groups 

such as the *Tōtingas performed defined politico-military roles. However, there are no 

known Anglo-Saxon correlates for a non-patronymic, institutional use of -ingas earlier than 

a 790 reference to Bealdhuninga[s], a monastic community under the abbacy of one 

Bealdhun.172
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Figure 3: Map of Tooting parish and surrounding area, showing location of 

Totterdown Fields. (From Gower, 1992, p. 1 Fig. 1)

Figure 4: Totterdown Street, Tooting, June 2014. The road in the left of the 

photograph ascends to the top of what was Totterdown.
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The earliest known record of Totterdown is of 1790,173  which necessitates caution be 

exercised in its consideration as a name of OE formation. Assuming it is accurately 

reported and has not undergone profound distortion from its original form, it is hard to 

believe Totterdown was an “antiquarian” confection that corroborates, coincidentally or 

otherwise, the lookout-based interpretation of the stem of the name Tooting. It should not 

be forgotten that *tōt is unattested in known OE sources, but tōte-hil(le), ʻa mound or hill 

suitable for use as a lookout postʼ, is classified as a ME lexical item.174  Totterdown is 

evidently of different composition, with a medial element hinting at a permanent edifice and 

a generic demonstrated to have been in early use.175

The earliest credible spelling of Tooting is (æt) Totinges, found in an apparently trustworthy 

thirteenth-century transcription of a writ of 1057 x 66 from the Westminster archive.176  It is 

paralleled by the ostensibly OE spellings Tottingas (1067) and Totingas (1070 x 1085). 

However, Tooting also appears as Totinge in three charter texts from the Chertsey archive, 

purportedly of 727, 933 and 1062.177  If derived from one or more lost charter composed 

earlier than the Westminster writ text, they could point to Tooting originating as a singular 

*Tōting, perhaps inflected as dative singular *Tōtinge.178 

Dodgson perceived two parallel traditions, alternating between singular place-name and 

plural folk-name, but acknowledged the limitations of the Chertsey charters prevented any 
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conclusions being drawn concerning the original form of Tooting.179 Elsewhere, the spelling 

Totinge is unknown before the second quarter of the thirteenth century, which is not long 

before the newly-proposed date of circa 1260 for the Chertsey cartulary  in which the 

charter texts are preserved.180  Thus, not only are the source charter texts of spurious 

character, but occur in a context which suggests the place-name spellings from any 

original source materials may have been modified by the thirteenth-century cartularist.

Nonetheless, singular *Tōting(e) might still be considered the original form if one accepts 

Ekwallʼs hypothesis that plural forms could arise from the division of landholdings originally 

known by a place-name of singular -ing formation.181  According to Domesday Book, four 

separate (but presumably contiguous) landholdings named Totinges existed by 1066.182 

However, it is hard to see why the fragmentation of an estate, even if conducted in a 

deliberate fashion, might cause pluralization of the place-name. At Tooting, such changes 

were recognized through the addition of affixes (ME suth from 1225, seigneurial identifiers 

from the fourteenth century).183  Moreover, the terminal -s has excellent mid- to late 

eleventh-century record. Cumulatively, there seem to be ample grounds for accepting 

Tooting as an -ingas name, formed either from the personal name Tōta or noun *tōt.

Tyting (Chilworth). Despite lacking any recorded forms earlier than Domesday Book, 

Tyting can be admitted as an -ingas place-name formation on account of a clear majority 

of its pre-1300 attestations being spelled with -inges, -enges endings. The early  spellings 
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contain a variety  of initial vowels (Tetinges 1086, Titinges 1197, Tutinges 1203), hampering 

precise identification of the stem. Ekwall suggested *Tit(t)a, an unattested male personal 

name, of which Titill, the name of a seventh-century notary, would be the strong -ila- suffix 

diminutive form.184  PNS also posited the unrecorded *Tȳta.185  Zachrisson thought this 

ʻerroneously explainedʼ the first half of the place-name, but proposed instead the even less 

credible *tūt, ʻhillʼ.186  Insley accepts the existence of *Tȳta, characterizing it as a nomen 

agentis meaning ʻthe shinerʼ, derived from tȳtan, ʻto sparkle, shineʼ.187  No such term is 

known in toponymy as a topographical descriptor, but as a personal name it is paralleled 

by the diminutive -ila- suffix form Tytila or Tyttla known from versions of the East Anglian 

royal genealogy, where it also appears in the -ing3 compound form Tyt(t)ling.188  On 

balance, therefore, the likely  origin of Tyting as OE nominative plural *Tȳtingas or *Titingas 

looks convincing.189

Woking. The place-name is recorded in a number of texts associated with the major 

Anglo-Saxon monastery of Peterborough, notable either for their early date or very late OE 

language. All have been edited and published to modern scholarly  standards in recent 

years, with the result that the following spellings are available:
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$ Uuocchingas, Wocchingas 708 x 715 (13th)190

$ (in loco ubi dicitur) Woccingas 757 x 796 (12th)191

$ (ane, þa þet mynstre) Wocingas 777 (12th)192

There can be no doubt from these and later spellings (including the non-PNS forms 

Wochinges 1148 x 1154 and Wokinges 1174)193 that Woking is an -ingas formation. The 

stem of the name has been convincingly identified as an unattested male personal name, 

*Wocc or *Wocca, for which Ekwall cites OHG cognates Woco, Wocco. *Wocc is preferred 

by Insley, and is found in Oaksey (Wiltshire, Wochesie 1086)194 as well as (on, of) wocces 

geat(e) named in vernacular boundary  descriptions of Hurstbourne Tarrant (Hampshire) 

from charters dated 900 and 961 (both surviving as twelfth-century copies).195  The weak 

form *Wocca, meanwhile, is the specific in Ockendon (Essex, Wokendune 1066 x 87).196 

Wokingham (Berkshire, Wokingeham 1146 (15th)), although it has no documented 

connection to Woking, is often interpreted as being a settlement associated with the same 

folk-group because it looks to contain the genitive plural *Woccinga-.197
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D.3.2: -?ingas

OE forms are absent for Allfarthing and Haling, and the respective runs of ME spellings 

provide equivocal evidence for identifying their precise composition.

Allfarthing (Wandsworth). In a newly-published article, Bailey sets out a case for this 

place-name to have originated as one in -ingas.198  He shows the shortcomings of its 

earlier interpretation, advocated by PNS and Ekwall, as *healf-fēorðung, “half of the fourth-

part”.199 Not only does it lack parallels in terms of composition but spellings with an initial 

H- begin more than a century after its earliest attestation (Elverding c. 1230). Instead, 

Bailey postulates the name represents an -ingas formation based on a dithematic personal 

name, Ealhfrið being ʻperhaps the most likely candidateʼ.200  He further notes the absence 

of terminal -s or -e among the reported forms is consistent with other -ingas place-names 

in Surrey and neighbouring counties.201

His failure to consider other possible explanations of Allfarthing aside from *healf-fēorðung 

and *Ealhfriðingas means Bailey misses the most obvious explanation; that the generic is 

fēorðung, but compounded with a different specific, arguably  ald, eald, ʻoldʼ. This would be 

expected to produce early  forms containing -d- or -t-, as found in the Surrey parish-name 

Albury (Eldeburie 1086, Aldebir(i) 1242-1400).202  However, CDEPN notes of Alford 

(Lincolnshire) that -d- could experience ʻearly  loss... in the sequence -ldf-ʼ.203  This is seen 
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in the earliest reported spellings of another Surrey place-name, Alfold (Alfold 1227, 

Alfaude 1229-50).204  The lack of any forms containing -d- calls this alternative into 

question, but it is no less credible than the explanations proffered by Bailey. Moreover, a 

meaning of “(the) old fourth-part” may offer something of an explanation for the unstable 

size and status of Allfarthing as a tenurial entity.

Haling (Croydon). The earliest available name data for this place-name is diverse 

(Hallinges 1200, Halling(ʼ) 1203-1263, Halinke 1235) and diagnostic in terms of the 

generic but not the specific. Spellings ending -k(e) are, as Ekwall noted, indicative of OE 

hlinc.205 The earliest form is explicable as a scribal mis-rendering of the palatal ending akin 

to the aforementioned form Senellinges 1210-11 for Snailslinch. A visit to the Haling area 

in June 2014 showed it to be largely  covered by nineteenth- and twentieth-century 

suburban development and the open areas that do exist – Haling Grove, Haling Park (now 

Whitgift School grounds) – contain no extant landscape features that would have merited 

the use of hlinc in the senses ʻbank, ledgeʼ advocated by Gelling and Cole. 

Many possibilities can be suggested for the first half of Haling. The admixture of single and 

double-l spellings casts doubt on the suggestion in PNS that it represents an unattested 

personal name *Healla.206  Halling in Kent has been argued to contain the same name, 

although Coates revived the postulation by Wallenberg of a topographical alternative; 

*heall, ʻcliffʼ.207  That the first element is the attested OE heall, ʻhallʼ, might be offered 

support by the sixteenth-century topographer William Camdenʼs record of a piece of 

Croydon folklore that there ʻwas once a royal palace in the west part of the town near 
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Halingʼ,208 but this word likewise would be expected to generate forms with -ll- well into the 

ME period, as in the Sussex place-name East Hale (æt Easthealle 963 (13th), Esthalle 

1219-1509).209  H(e)alh, ʻnookʼ, can be discounted as its voiceless velar fricative ending 

should generate spellings like Halklinge 1240, Halklyngʼ 1278 noted by Ekwall for 

Hacklinge in Kent, and these are unknown for Haling.210 

A personal name *Hæla, *Hæle, derived from hæle, ʻcourage, boldnessʼ (but perhaps 

possessing the sense ʻheroʼ as suggested by Ekwall), is a possibility  not hitherto 

countenanced.211  The base noun occurs as a prototheme in the attested dithematic 

personal names Hælric and Hæletha.212  It should yield spellings in Hel- (e.g. Halsall, 

Lancashire was Heleshale, Herleshala 1086),213  which are unknown for Haling, yet the 

same is true of Hallington (Lincolnshire: Halingtun 1086, Hallinton 1209 x 35), a suggested 

compound of *Hæle + -ing4 +  tūn, although the northern location of these place-names 

means they are somewhat problematic analogues for Haling.214 More importantly, as noted 

above, combinations of hlinc with personal names are extremely rare, perhaps even non-

existent, so seeking to explain the place-name in this way would demand special pleading.

Ekwall tentatively postulated the first syllable of Haling stemmed from OE *hā(w), 

ʻlookoutʼ (from hāwian, ʻto gaze on, surveyʼ).215 The word has no reported parallels aside 
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from Ekwallʼs derivation of Halton (Northumberland) from *Hāw-hyll-tūn, nor does it feature 

in a recent scholarly discussion of the nomenclature of Anglo-Saxon lookout and signaling 

places.216 However, since Haling overlooks Croydon, an important early medieval centre, 

the contention has topographical credibility. Even more relevant than the possible 

presence of *tōt in Tooting is the derivation of Tatlings, a field-name in the Berkshire parish 

of Steventon, from *tōt-hlinc (being Totlynche 1390-91).217 Whether *hā(w) was the specific 

or not, the intermittent spellings ending -k(e) go a long way to proving Haling is a name in 

hlinc, not -ing or -ingas.
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D.3.3: -ingahām

Ekwall identified four -ingahām place-names in Surrey in 1923 and again in 1962.218 

Dodgson increased this number to five in his 1966 article, only to revise his opinion on one 

in his lengthy  consideration of hām and hamm names in South-East England.219  Insley 

cited the same quartet of names in 2005, alongside the observation that they derive from a 

comparable – but never identical – name-stock as Surreyʼs -ingas names.220  For the 

purposes of this portion of the analysis, three more names will be subject to the same 

reappraisal. However, another two place-names will play no part in the following: 

Frankingham, a lost settlement in the north-east of the historic county mentioned by 

Gower, but about which no further information on its exact whereabouts or the date of the 

source text has been published;221 and Lollingham 1332, noted but not located in PNS.222

The often insoluble problem of discerning whether a generic with only  -ham spellings in 

OE and/or ME represents hām or hamm has been noted already. Early attestations of 

some place-names outside Surrey confirm their derivation from -ingahamm,223  which 

otherwise would be almost impossible to distinguish from -ingahām formations. Another 

key issue is the differentiation of genitive plural -inga- from singular -ing- in one of its 

several possible functions. Again, without OE spellings other indices are of only  limited 
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help, but examples of three types of OE name formation found in Surrey offer some 

insights.

(1)  OE -inga- + element  other than hām. Dodgson listed 16 Surrey place-names under 

the subheading -inga- in his 1966 survey, of which only two possess OE spellings to act as 

proof of its presence (he overlooked a third, Fullingadich c. 670 x 675 (13th), perhaps 

because it is recorded as a landscape feature rather than a settlement).224  Lingfield is 

thrice recorded in a late ninth-century vernacular will as (on) Leangafelda 871 x 899, and 

again as Lingedefelde in the eleventh-century Hyde Abbey cartulary. These demonstrate 

both the inclusion of an ‑inga- particle and that the generic is feld, ʻopen countryʼ.225  The 

stem is either lēah, ʻforest, wood, glade, clearingʼ,226  or a weak masculine personal name 

*Lēana, postulated for Lenham (Kent, (to) Leanaham 858) and with an OG cognate 

Launus.227 The full range of available spellings also show persistence of -inge-, -ynge- until 

very late, the last record being Lyngefeld 1491.228 

Pechingeorde is the Domesday Book name spelling of a lost place in Effingham Half-

Hundred. Derivation from -inga- is confirmed by a credibly-OE spelling Piccingauurðe 1062 

(13th).229  Karlström identified the stem to be a personal name Pīc, weak-form *Pīc(c)a.230 

There are no further definite attestations of the place-name, unless Karlström was correct 
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to make a connection with a byname Pykworth 1395, but this would require the loss of the 

medial -inga- element, something unparalleled in recorded Surrey toponymy.231  This lack 

of forms means Pechingeorde is of limited value when tracing the rendering of -inga- in 

ME, but the same group-name *Pic(c)ingas may recur in Pichingelʼ 1235 (generic ?lēah), a 

place, most likely in Surrey, which has hitherto ʻevaded identificationʼ and still cannot be 

located on the basis of information from the immediate context of its textual record.232

(2)  Existing place-name + -inga- + element. One type of composite name in which -inga- 

can be seen to be present even when the recorded forms are not conclusive is that in 

which the first element is a separately-attested place-name (formally, however, even 

authentic OE spellings cannot preclude the possibility  of an -ing2 formation signifying “X of 

the place(s) or thing(s) associated with [place-name]”). A remarkable example associated 

with Surrey is *Sūþ(e)ringa-geweorc, ʻthe Surrey menʼs fortificationʼ, a standardized form 

of a name that appears in the B series of transcriptions of the Burghal Hidage text, which 

Dodgson argued was based on ʻa plural -ing-suffix formation on the territory-name 

*Sūþergē “Surrey”ʼ.233  Karlström contended *Sūþ(e)ringa-geweorc should be understood 

as *Suþ[e]rigna-geweorc, in accordance with the A text version *Sūþrigena-geweorc, but 

‑inga- carried the same group  implication and the spelling need not be doubted.234 These 

compounds do not recur outside of the Burghal Hidage texts, but are generally assumed to 
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be connected to Southwark < *Sūþ-geweorc, ʻthe south fortificationʼ, on record from the 

early eleventh century.235

*Sūþ(e)ringa-geweorc can be viewed as a textual improvisation, perhaps for descriptive 

purposes, and never an actual place-name. A similar attitude could be adopted regarding 

compounds in which -inga- appears in conjunction with terms for boundaries. In Surrey, 

only one OE-period text (the vernacular boundary description of Merton) contains such 

formations; (bi) Wymbedounynge merke and (be) Michamingemerke 967 (14th), pertaining 

to the communities of the neighbouring estates of Wimbledon and Mitcham.236  To these 

can be added Waddoningemarke, Wadduninge marke, reported by Blair from later 

thirteenth-century charters,237  and the six attestations collected by Rumble of a boundary 

feature named earliest as Holegheingemere c. 1265, perhaps better understood as the 

*‑inga(ge)mǣre of Hooley  than as a singular -ing2 formation based upon the same place-

name, to which was added (ge)mǣre (or mere, ʻpoolʼ).238

The repeated occurrence of the last boundary point suggests it made the leap  into local 

toponymy. The same looks to be true of Caterfield in east Surrey, first recorded as 

Cateringforde in 1396, the same year as the sole reported occurrence of another minor 

place-name, Cateringherst. PNS linked both names to Caterham, interpreting them 

somewhat opaquely as the ʻford (and wood) of the people from Cater(ham)ʼ.239 The above-

mentioned names, save for those with OE attestations whose -inga- spellings are 
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nowadays remembered by Parley Bridge, which betokens a connection with the nearby settlement of Parley, 
earliest (on) Per leage 956 (12th): S 621; Kelly, Abingdon, p. 270.



acceptable even though neither source document is preserved in the original, show -inge- 

is typical of the thirteenth century and -ing- by the end of the fourteenth.

(3)  -ingtūn. Beddington provides unsurpassed evidence for the existence in Surrey of 

place-names containing uninflected singular -ing as the middle element of a tripartite 

compound, in this case between a personal name Bead(d)a and tūn. Its genuine OE 

spellings are:

$ Beaddinctun 900 x 908 (12th),240 963 x 975 (12th)241

$ Beaddingtun 909 (12th),242 996 x 1010243

Beddington went on to be named extensively in ME sources, but not one of the published 

forms contains -ing(g)e-, -yng(g)e- elements which might betoken derivation from -inga-.244 

All other Surrey place-names of apparently equivalent formation between them yield only 

one attestation with such an implication (Addington as Adingeton 1203), representing 

much too small an overall proportion for the -ingtūn < dative -ingatūne etymologies 

proffered by Ekwall to have merit.245  Unfortunately, there is no equivalent evidence for 

names of noun + -ing + element other than tūn being recorded in a comparable way. Three 

features named in the tenth-century  Chaldon boundary clause (discussed in more detail 

below) are so-formed, but all lack known ME or later forms. 
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The four place-names suggested by Ekwall and Insley  to be from -ingahām are, in 

alphabetical order, as follows:

Effingham. The earliest purported attestations (all as Effingeham) come from pre-

Conquest charters of Chertsey Abbey, existing solely  as cartulary entries of circa 1260 and 

matching spellings found in other texts of similar age.246 The absence of -inga- spellings is 

a hindrance, but there are sufficient independent forms in -inge- to accept derivation from 

the OE genitive plural. Insley identifies the specific as *Effa, the Kentish form of the 

masculine personal name Æffa247  and, in the absence of a credible topographical 

alternative, this can be sustained.

Warlingham. Seven thirteenth-century  spellings of Warlingham incorporating -ing(g)e- 

(including Warlingeham, 1202 published since PNS)248  should go a long way to 

demonstrating its descent from -inga-. The early spellings point to the stem being *Wǣrla, 

a short-form of the dithematic male personal name Wǣrlāf, which Insley highlights as a 

name ʻmore characteristicʼ of the years 700-900.249  Indeed, its only  known occurrence is 

as the name of a tenth-century moneyer.250  Wǣrlāf has been suggested as a possible 

explanation of the specific in Warlaby (North Yorkshire, Warlauesbi 1086), whose other 

element is Old Danish bȳ, ʻfarmʼ, which thereby precludes the place-name being any 

earlier than the later ninth century.251 Such facts therefore invite the idea that Warlingham 
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249 Ekwall, 1962, p. 123; Insley, ʻSurreyʼ, p. 139.

250 PASE, ʻWærlaf 1ʼ.

251 CDEPN, p. 652.



might be a singular -ing2 or -ing4 composition, perhaps with hamm, which took on the 

appearance of an -ingahām formation through analogy with genuine examples of the latter.

Washingham (Battersea). This lost place-name is the only suggested Surrey -ingahām 

with OE-period -inga- spellings: Watsingaham, contained in a trustworthy eleventh-century 

copy of a 693 charter, and Wassingaha[m] of 1067.252  In the thirteenth century, three-

quarters of the collected forms of Washingham contain medial -e-, but none thereafter. 

Karlström and Zachrisson interpreted the specific as wāse, wæsse, ʻmarsh, bog, 

swampʼ.253  This is disproved by  the earliest spelling, the provenance of which has been 

subject to modern scholarly  edition confirming its accuracy (cf. the eccentric but potentially 

informative Wasdyngham 1336).254  PNS, Ekwall, and latterly Insley have instead taken it 

to be a dithematic personal name *Wāðsige or hypocoristic *Wāðsa.255 These are without 

direct attested parallel, although names like Wada and Wadda (the latter with documented 

connection to Surrey in the seventh century)256  may be hypocoristic forms of names in 

Wāð-.

Woldingham. The earliest spelling (Wallingeham 1086) is aberrant but, like a minority of 

subsequent thirteenth-century forms, contains medial -inge-, thereby  enabling its 

derivation from -inga-.257  However, they represent a comparable percentage to those for 
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Warlingham over the same period, a place-name that may represent a singular -ing 

formation.

All post-Domesday spellings of Woldingham commence Wald-, which admits two 

contrasting explanations. The first is a personal name W(e)alda, probably a short-form of 

dithematic names like W(e)aldhere which are plentifully attested from the seventh 

century.258  The second option, entertained by Insley, is the noun weald (Kentish wald), 

ʻforestʼ.259  This combination has been suggested for Waldingfield (Suffolk, Wealdinga feld 

962 x 91 (11th)).260  In the case of Woldingham, it is possible the group in question hailed 

from The Weald to the south, OE references to which confirm it represents w(e)ald.261  A 

group-name *W(e)aldingas warrants comparison with *lēahingas posited by Ekwall for 

Lingfield (a place deep in the Surrey Weald) but, as noted above, the etymology is 

uncertain.

Alternatively, Woldingham could be associated with a trio of Kent minor place-names 

noted by Everitt – Wadling or Wolding Wood near Ripple, Waddling Wood near Whitfield, 

and ʻprobablyʼ Waldington near Canterbury  – which he contended derive from compounds 

of wald and singular -ing.262  Wallenberg reproduced a large number of attestations of the 

thirteenth century onwards for the first of the above three examples (e.g. Wallinge, Wallingʼ 

1242-43, Woldinge 1253-54), and commented that might be ʻan -ing-derivative of OE 
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wealdʼ.263 It is feasible *walding was an OE lexical item in the Kentish dialect, although its 

precise significance is hard to ascertain. However, among the Wadling/Wolding spellings 

collected by  Wallenberg is Wodelynch 1362,264  which opens up  the possibility that the 

name is one in hlinc, not -ing2. Further research will need to be conducted on the Kentish 

place-names before a case can be made for an early dialect term *walding being the basis 

for some or all of them, let alone for Woldingham across the county boundary.
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D.3.4: -?ingahām

The three additional names meriting consideration alongside the above are as follows:

beonning ham (Chaldon). Overlooked by Dodgson, beonning ham is a feature in an OE 

boundary description for part of Chaldon found in a charter dated 967, which survives as a 

near-contemporary single-sheet copy.265  The name, which has no known recurrence, is 

composed of the hypocoristic masculine personal name Beonna or feminine Beonne,266 an 

apparently-uninflected -ing particle and a generic which could be either hām or hamm. It 

has been argued the latter is the more likely given the context.267 This requires acceptance 

of -ing as accurately  rendered, but not hamm. The relevant OE testimony for Surrey, 

though limited, provides no unequivocal instance of singular and plural -ing interchanging, 

while hamm > ham is consistent with the ʻgraphic simplificationʼ of double-consonant 

endings noted by Campbell.268 

The same boundary clause contains two other singular -ing formations (ceolling hrunan 

and cilling hop) and three in hām or hamm (stig ham, fern ham, hlosham). The LangScape 

semi-diplomatic version of the text renders the generics of the latter trio – but not beonning 

ham – as hám, which may represent a scribal indication of a long vowel, present in hām 

but not hamm.269  Its absence could therefore be taken to indicate derivation from hamm, 
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only the evidence is insufficient to accept this without reservation.270  Overall, beonning 

ham offers better evidence for a medial singular -ing particle (perhaps -ing4) than for 

hamm being the generic. 

High Callinghams (Bramley). The minor place-name High Callinghams is noted in 

conjunction with a 1332 locative surname Karyngham in PNS, but not etymologized.271  It 

can now be linked to the bynames Caringham and Harengham (for Karengham?) in the 

1235 Surrey Eyre rolls,272  and Keringham in the 1258-59 Special Eyre of Surrey and 

Kent.273 No such place-name has been reported elsewhere in England, suggesting it is a 

formation that can be localised in west Surrey. None of the attestations incorporates a 

medial -inge-, -ynge- element which would be consistent with derivation from OE -inga-, 

although even the earliest forms are comparatively late and so cannot be treated as wholly 

trustworthy evidence of a singular -ing particle.

High is evidently a topographically-descriptive affix added to an earlier name formation but, 

given it occurs solely as a locative byname prior to the nineteenth-century, there is no 

guarantee it was originally coined to describe an elevated landscape feature. The first 

element of the place-name presents considerable difficulties in its elucidation. One 

possibility is OE carr, ʻrockʼ, which Ekwall entered for Caring (Kent: e.g. Karynge 1270, 

Carryngge 1313),274  and which may also be present in Carrington (Manchester, Carintun 
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12th).275  However, it has been argued that the nominative singular in Southumbrian OE 

would be *cearr, with breaking of the initial consonant to yield later spellings commencing 

Char-.276  Neither Caring nor High Callinghams is noted in this regard so it is possible the 

postulation is too prescriptive, or, given both place-names fail to conform to the proposed 

pattern in their published early  attestations, their stem (if indeed common to both) 

represents a different word. 

An Old Norse personal name such as Kárr or Kári, suggested for Car Dyke (Lincolnshire: 

Caredic, Cardik 1154 x 1189 (13th), Karesdic 1199 x 1215),277 is probably  inappropriate in 

southern Surrey and Kent likewise.278  The spelling Keringham, if accurately transcribed, 

stands apart from the others in having -e- not -a- as its first vowel. This may be 

phonologically significant, and point to the presence of ME ker, ʻlow, swampy ground; a 

marsh, bog, fenʼ, which is known to have been rendered as Ker and Kar in place-name 

spellings.279  The word, and its generation of spellings with -e-, has been cited as a 

topographically-apt explanation for the first half of the place-name Carburton 

(Nottinghamshire), but all published forms begin Car- or Kar-; furthermore, a wholly 

Brittonic etymology has been proposed.280 Alternatively, Keringham may be the result of a 

one-time false analogy with ME ker, whose potential significance is misleadingly  amplified 

by the paucity of early forms available for analysis.
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A place-name which displays comparable spellings of its first element is Carisbrooke on 

the Isle of Wight (e.g. Caresbroc 1071-, Karesbrok(e) 1100-, Keresbroc 1202).281  It has 

attracted a number of interpretations, including carr and a hypothetical noun *cear, ʻhollow, 

gorgeʼ.282 Another option put forward for Carisbrooke is descent from a Brittonic river-name 

*Cari(c).283 This has extant namesakes in Carey (Herefordshire: Cari 1162, Kary 1237),284 

and the Rivers Carey (Devon: Kari 1238)285 and Cary (Somerset: Kari 725 (14th), Cari 729 

(14th)). CDEPN considers all three to derive from Old European *Karīsa (from a root *kar), 

meaning ʻhard, stone, stonyʼ.286  Ekwall, by  contrast, associated them with a root-term 

*car-, ʻto loveʼ, and a shared meaning of ʻpleasant streamʼ.287  Everitt tentatively extended 

the latter conjecture to Caring and to a second, lost river-name Caring at nearby 

Maidstone, concluding they both pertained to the river now known as the Len.288

Everittʼs preference of *car- as the root of the stem of Caring marked the revival of a line of 

enquiry pursued briefly by Wallenberg over half a century earlier. He concluded it was no 

more than ʻa theoretical possibilityʼ, and preferred an OE cognate, in tone at least; caru, 

ʻcare, anxiety, sorrowʼ.289 No form of this word has been advanced as a possible element 
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of any other English place-name,290  but Wallenbergʼs citation of a related OHG personal 

name Caro (along with a mid-eleventh-century  charter beneficiary named as Care) could 

be used to postulate an unattested OE cognate.291  He tended towards a wholly OE 

etymology because he saw -ing names as ʻregularly  derived from Germanic basesʼ,292 but 

they could be formed in other ways. Caring could instead represent an OE fusing of a 

Brittonic name with -ing2 or a later reanalysis of the original ending; in both scenarios the 

intention may have been to make clear that the name applied to a watercourse.293 

In summary, the most realistic explanation of High Callinghams is that, minus the late affix, 

it comprises an uninflected singular -ing2 formation of geological or hydrological 

implication, based upon a stem of either Brittonic or OE origin, compounded with OE 

hamm or hām. Ultimately, however, the available published attestations are not sufficiently 

early or numerous for one interpretation to be selected to the exclusion of other 

possibilities at the present time.

Tyllingeham (Shere?). Dodgson interpreted the solitary (aqua de) Tyllingeham 1279 first 

as an -ingahām294 and later as a compound of a lost singular -ing place-name *Tilling(e) + 

hamm.295  His change of heart was prompted by its solitary record and specific connection 

with a watercourse. Dodgson also made a connection between Tyllingeham and 
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Tenningshook Wood (Tillingeshokes 1336), a name taken in PNS to derive from erstwhile 

possession by Thomas Tyllingʼ, a Lay Subsidy contributor in adjacent Gomshall in 1332.296 

Unlike Dodgsonʼs revised explanation, this fails to consider the origin of the byname, which 

occurs additionally in the 1332 Lay Subsidy in connection with Guildford and Shalford; the 

minor-name Tillings in Cranleigh may be a transfer linked to the latter.297 

*Tilling may have been an earlier name for the Tillingbourne (cf. Tilleburn 1279),298  which 

thereafter was transferred to a settlement. Ekwall analysed another such name, The Old 

Tillage (Cambridgeshire: Tillinge c. 1160, Tyllinge 1279), as signifying ʻdiggingʼ or ʻditchʼ,299 

but a more straightforward explanation would be for the name to contain OE til, ʻuseful, 

good, excellentʼ, an element suggested for the Surrey place-name Tilford (Tileford c. 1140 

(1341), Tilleford 1210-79).300 Personal names like Tila and Tile are derivatives of the same 

adjective,301  but it is easier to envisage why a river should be named after a notable 

characteristic than an individual. The reference may be to the beneficial impact of the 

stream in an otherwise agriculturally-unpropitious area.302  Dodgsonʼs reassessment of 

Tyllingeham as *Tilling(e)-hamm therefore seems credible, although the possibility of the 

generic being hām should not be discounted altogether.
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E: Conclusions

This reassessment of Surreyʼs populations of suggested -ingas and -ingahām place-

names has not identified the need for a root-and-branch overhaul of the interpretations 

advanced by previous generations of onomasts. Instead, by subjecting the names to more 

in-depth yet open-minded scrutiny  than they  have ever received before, the robustness of 

many of the etymologies put forward over the decades has been upheld. All the same, the 

exercise has served to demonstrate that the advances made in name-studies in recent 

decades can have a positive and transformative input in regards to certain names.

From a methodological perspective, the published collections of spellings, especially  those 

given in the relevant name entries in PNS, would have been sufficient for establishing the 

likely  derivation of most of the place-names analysed above. The acquisition of additional 

attestations was vindicated by a couple of valuable new insights gained, for instance 

around the rendering of OE -hlinc as -linges in early thirteenth-century  sources, but it was 

the effect of combining the two datasets to create a much more detailed picture of how and 

when names changed that provided a firm footing for conclusions to be drawn. While it 

cannot be denied that the aggregated data revealed few clear and consistent patterns 

across all names entered, its analysis did confirm broad diachronic trends (e.g. reduction 

of OE -ingas > ME -inges > -ing(e) between circa 1100 and 1300) alongside more specific 

observations, notably that the supposedly pre-1066 spellings Getinges, Totinge and 

Effingeham belong to the thirteenth century, the date of the cartulary in which they appear, 

although probably as modernizations of genuine OE-period exemplars rather than outright 

interpolations.
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The place-names suggested to be -ingas formations are for the most part credible as 

group-names in the conventional sense. Only the thesis of Eashing as a plural of an 

appellative *æscing does not falter under close inspection, and here there are equally 

strong grounds for considering a group-name based on either a personal-name Æsc, -a or 

the common noun æsc to be the source of the place-name. Topographical identifications 

have been proposed for the stems of most of the other -ingas names at some point, but 

only for Dorking (either the watercourse-name *Dorce or the quasi-archaeological *duro-c-) 

and Tooting (if from *tōt) do these come close to outweighing the alternative of a personal 

name. Thus the majority of the stems can be accepted as personal names, a mix of simple 

bynames (*Tȳta), monothematic (Gēat), and in one case dithematic (*Godhelm) 

formations.

Reviewing the cases for Allfarthing and Haling to be -ingas names shows both suit being 

interpreted in different ways: one as *ald-fēorðung, a singular -ing1 formation, the other 

based on hlinc. The same cannot be said of Lydling, which in many ways looks and 

behaves like a “typical” Surrey -ingas name from the late-twelfth century onwards. The 

obscurity and peripherality of medieval (and modern) Lydling could be used to argue 

against its interpretation as an -ingas name when compared to important medieval centres 

like Godalming and Woking. However, but for early  charter references, Binton, Eashing 

and Eaton – the largest of which is no bigger than a hamlet – would fit the same 

description. If there can be such a thing as an unheralded -ingas place-name in Surrey, 

Lydling may well be it.

One further important pattern emerges from the aggregated name data for the ‑ingas 

formations. Six of these place-names possess spellings which can be described on some 

level as OE. Three of these take the nominative/accusative plural ending (Eaton, Tooting, 
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Woking) and the remaining three the dative plural ending (Binton, Eashing, Godalming). 

Coates observed that Binton and Eashing reappear in the thirteenth century and after in 

forms which can be seen to fossilize their erstwhile OE inflections, but he failed to 

appreciate the evidence for Godalming is richer and more importantly  conforms to the 

pattern, at least until the second half of the twelfth century. Prior to that, all spellings from 

the years 1086 and 1107 x 1116 end -inge or -ing. When aggregated and consolidated in a 

single database, the abnormality  of these spellings relative to those with the more common 

ending -inges becomes apparent, and adds new weight to Coatesʼ contention. It is 

possible that -inges spellings for Godalming represent reanalysis of the name following 

analogy with Woking or Dorking, both important ecclesiastical and royal administrative 

centres like Godalming, and with historical name forms displaying no sign of dative plural 

inflection.

Previous discussions of the evidence for the suggested -ingahām place-names of Surrey 

can also be accepted as correct to varying extents, as can Dodgsonʼs revised 

interpretation of Tyllingeham. Here, however, there can be less confidence in 

identifications than for -ingas, because – even by employing the criteria set out by 

Dodgson303  – there remains no foolproof method for the perception of hām as opposed to 

hamm in place-names in circumstances where appropriate OE testimony is absent. All 

previously-suggested place-names of this type show at least some sign of -inge-, -ynge- in 

ME, unlike the -ingtūnas and, remarkably, High Callinghams, a possible ‑ingahām 

candidate. In this respect, High Callinghams resembles the OE-recorded beonning ham, 

yet in other ways the two are very  different: notably, one appears to have a topographical 

first element (possibly of Brittonic origin), the other a personal name. This only serves to 
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underline the greater diversity among “-ingham” place-names in Surrey than has been 

admitted before.

It is an almost self-evident fact that all of the supposed Surrey -ingahāmas have different 

stems to the aforementioned -ingas formations. Not so immediately apparent, but surely of 

more fundamental significance, is the situation whereby, if Warlingham is from *Wǣrla and 

Woldingham from *W(e)alda, all four of the previously-suggested -ingahāmas (and at least 

one of the additional candidates) have a potential hypocoristic personal name for a stem, 

whereas the equivalent -ingas name-stems provide only  two, highly ambiguous examples 

(Eashing and Lydling). This calls into question Insleyʼs contention that there are no 

ʻsignificant typological distinctionsʼ between the two formations (as well as ones in hām).304 

One thing both types of name formation share in common is that, when the stem is most 

likely  a personal name, it is rarely  one that is directly attested in an OE source. 

Disregarding Eaton, since Gēat is found solely as the name of a pseudo-historical 

ancestor of the royal lines of Lindsey and Wessex, only Eashing (if from Æsca rather than 

Æsc, another ancestral-only  name) and Tooting (Tōta) can be suggested with any real 

credibility to contain attested OE personal names, and these happen to be two of the 

‑ingas names for which topographical stems are as feasible if not more so. Among the 

suggested -ingahām formations, the same can be said only  for Effingham, and not before 

special pleading (Æffa being attested, Kentish *Effa not). Viewing this as a reflex of the 

“archaic” nature of names in question only  goes so far.305  The comment by Insley 

preferring dating of dithematic personal names to the eighth and ninth centuries has been 

noted a number of times in the analysis, often when it conflicts with the available 
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prosopographical evidence. The latter is the surviving fraction of a much richer original 

whole, meaning there are risks attendant to using it as the authority by  which to date 

place-name formations that cannot be ignored.

In a county like Surrey where OE sources are not abundant, many place-names are not 

recorded until well into the ME period, meaning the ambiguities and inconsistencies of 

what philological data is available are often acutely  felt. Over the course of this 

reassessment process, important differences have been identified between the -ingas and 

-ingahām corpora, as well as between the latter and other suggested -inga- compounds. 

Given these indications of diversity rather than uniformity arose as a result of philological 

analysis, is there justification for arguing that analogies between names cannot be 

informed solely  by name spellings? To cite one example, the ME spellings assembled for 

Warlingham and Woldingham are far from unequivocal in supporting their derivation from 

‑ingahām. Both lie relatively close to Chaldon, site of beonning ham, a name perhaps best 

understood as an -inghamm compound. Could the proximity of this OE boundary feature 

be relevant to the interpretation of the two place-names? To what extent can factors such 

as geography compensate for deficiencies of the written language? Attempting to answer 

such questions, and determining the degree to which -inga- is present in the group of 16 

place-names in Surrey put forward by Dodgson,306 is work for another study.

The example of beonning ham is apposite to end on because, both at first sight and on 

closer investigation, it offers little succour to the idea of it standing for *Beonninga-hām. 

Additions to the previously-suggested populations of -ingas and -ingahām names have 

been brought into the frame on the presumption that they  would demonstrate a greater 

array of name formations existed than the limited and rigid typologies espoused by some 
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earlier scholars. With new perspectives come new problems, and much work remains to 

be done. The foregoing reassessment has had cause to touch upon many more relevant 

place-names than the 18 that were the subjects of detailed discussions in this dissertation. 

It is hoped that in time these will receive the same level of individual and collective 

scrutiny, as this very limited reassessment has served to demonstrate the remarkable 

diversity within the toponymy of even a relatively small southern English county, and has 

done so using means of methods that are ripe for refinement and redeployment 

elsewhere.
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Appendices: Introduction.

There are four Appendices to this dissertation. The functions of each, and the annotation 

conventions used within them, are as follows:

Appendix 1: Percentages of diagnostic spellings of suggested -ingas, -inga- place-

names in Surrey, by category. This is a fuller version of the dataset presented in Tables 3 

and 4. Instances of * mark results affected by the inclusion or exclusion of spellings from 

supposedly  OE-period charters but which are consistent with orthography 

contemporaneous to the production of the thirteenth-century Chertsey Abbey cartulary  into 

which they were copied. The percentages marked **  are likely to be impacted by OE 

dative plural -ingum > ME -inge, which could also arise from advanced reduction of the OE 

nominative/accusative plural ending -ingas.

Appendix 2: Spellings of suggested -ingas,  -ing and hlinc place-names in Surrey. 

Here the collected spellings for the Surrey -ingas names suggested by Ekwall, plus the two 

other candidates Allfarthing and Haling, are set alongside the equivalent testimony for the 

singular -ing formation Hoppingwood and hlinc-name Snailslinch. The year(s) of attestation 

follow each different spelling; those in bold are attestations not noted in PNS but which 

were identified in the course of data collection for this dissertation. (H) is used in 

conjunction with name-forms which occur in the context of references to one of the two 

Hundreds (Godalming and Woking) whose eponyms are ‑ingas formations.

Appendix 3: Spellings of suggested -ingahām and ‑ingtūn place-names in Surrey. 

The same conventions are applied to these two sets of name data. Single *  against some 

pre-1066 forms denotes the spurious authenticity of the source charters. (H) is attributed to 
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several forms for Effingham, a Half-Hundred at the time of the Domesday Survey and 

after. 

Appendix 4: Spellings of suggested -inga- + element place-names in Surrey. The 

conventions used here are as per those in Appendix 2 and 3.
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